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Abstract

This paper explores the extent to which international labour and human rights law places obligations on States to protect the interests of migrant workers in countries of employment. The purpose of this paper is to examine Canada’s temporary foreign worker programs and work-related regulations, and determine whether Canada lives up to the international norms with respect to the rights of migrant workers. The research questions posed include: What are the international labour and human rights applicable to migrant workers? Does Canadian domestic law and practice fulfil these international norms in respect of migrant workers in the TFWPs in Canada? If not, what changes does Canada need to make to comply with these international standards? The conclusion is that while international labour and human rights law does not prohibit States from admitting workers on a temporary basis and with restrictions, when States do confer only temporary status on foreign workers, the international standards require States to take extra and special steps to provide migrant workers with work-related protections. The extent to which Canada fails to live up these standards is examined, and recommendations provided. This paper concludes with some questions on the limitations of international labour and human rights law for the situation of migrant workers.
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1 Introduction

“Canada is a country built by immigrants, not by migrant workers…migrant workers have no capacity to put down roots in their community. Most can’t bring their families and build neighbourhoods and communities. Because their status is precarious they’re open to abuse”¹.

-Olivia Chow, Member of Parliament

Research Problem and Questions

Canada is a country that has a history and reputation for accepting migrants on a permanent basis, and has historically relied on permanent immigration to build and sustain the nation. However, Canada is now admitting more and more people on a temporary, rather than permanent, basis. In 2001, there were 96,390 temporary foreign workers (“TFW”) present in Canada on December 1, and 250,638 permanent residence permits were issued in that year². In 2007, there were 199,246 TFWs present on December 1 and 236,754 permanent residents (“PR”) admitted³. This trend towards a greater number of temporary migrants has continued, and in 2011 there were 300,111 TFWs present on December 1, and 248,660 new PRs in Canada⁴. TFW status does not provide a very secure or even probable path to permanent residency. In 2007, 19,936 TFWs became PRs, and in 2010 this number only increased to 32,877⁵. This represents around only 10% of TFWs present in Canada on December 1 of each of those years. The emphasis on temporary status is significant for newcomers to Canada, as

³ Ibid.  
permanent residency in Canada provides foreign-born individuals with many of the same rights as citizenship\(^6\), while as will be seen, TFWs do not enjoy the same rights in Canada as PRs.

This shift towards temporary, rather than permanent, immigration is troubling as most of Canada’s Temporary Foreign Worker Programs (“TFWP”) do not offer a path to permanent residency, although many workers who come to Canada under the TFWP do so with hopes of eventually obtaining permanent status. The reality is that very few of these workers will ever become permanent residents or Canadian citizens\(^7\). It has been argued that the TFWP is designed to prevent permanent settlement, as visas are granted to single applicants and family reunification and PR status are not contemplated\(^8\). As will be seen, this temporary status, and the associated restrictions placed on TFWs, acts as a barrier to TFWs workers effectively accessing legal protections in their employment.

There is a growing body of literature on the role of international migration as the new tool to regulate the labour market\(^9\). Employers often hire TFWs for the very reason that they are not able to access legal protections and rights at work to the same extent possible as citizens and PRs. If immigration law is the new regulator of labour and employment in Canada, then the question of the extent to which workers with only temporary immigration status are able to effectively access employment-related rights is a relevant and timely question.

The purpose of this thesis is to examine Canada’s TFWPs and legal protections available to workers, and determine whether Canada lives up to the international norms with respect to the rights of migrant workers. The research questions asked in this thesis include: What are the international labour and human rights applicable to migrant workers? Does Canadian domestic law and practice fulfil these international norms in respect of migrant workers in the TFWPs in Canada? If not, what changes would Canada need to make to comply with these international standards?

---


\(^8\) Kerry Preibisch, “Pick-Your-Own-Labour: Migrant Workers and Flexibility in Canadian Agriculture” (2010) 44:2 Int. Migr. Rev. 404 [“Preibisch”].

My research has led to the finding that while international labour and human rights law does not prohibit States from admitting workers on a temporary basis and with restrictions, when a State does admit workers on a temporary basis only, there is an obligation on States to take extra and special steps to provide migrant workers with work-related protections. This is because of the vulnerable or precarious immigration and employment status conferred on these workers by the State. I will demonstrate in this thesis that aspects of the TFWP would not be in compliance with international labour and human rights law, and there are extra and special measures that should be taken to allow TFWs to more enjoy rights at work, recognizing the particular situation of vulnerability of these workers.

**Structure of the Thesis**

This introduction will provide background and context to the stated research problem. Chapter Two explains immigration in Canada and the TFWPs. Chapter Three sets out the international labour rights and international human rights standards applicable to migrant workers. Chapter Four examines the extent to which TFWs are included and contemplated in employment-related legislation and able to effectively access those protections. Chapter Five provides an analysis of the extent to which the international labour and human rights of migrant workers under the TFWP in Canada are respected, and recommendations for improvement in this regard. In Chapter Six I will provide concluding thoughts on the rights of migrant workers under international and Canadian law.

**Background and Context**

Theoretically, TFWPs provide economic gains to receiving countries from the increased supply of labour, and the benefit of an increase in wages for the migrant worker. For many people from developing countries, their only viable option to secure an income for their family is to leave home and travel to another country to work. However, temporary employment in a country other than their own can and often does result in precarious and vulnerable employment situations for migrant workers. Exploitative and abusive practices are known to occur even before a worker commences employment in Canada. Due to inadequate regulation of immigration and recruitment agencies, there have been reports of recruiters engaging in conduct such as charging a fee to bring the worker to Canada for a job that never existed and providing misinformation about the wages the worker will earn or about their chances for achieving permanent residency status once in Canada. In Ontario and British

---

10 Ruhs, *supra* note 9, p. 3.
Columbia ("B.C.") it is illegal to charge a fee for finding a person employment, however, recruiters can easily get around this by demanding payment for related activities, such as “immigration settlement services”.

The temporary nature of the work permits under the TFWPs place TFWs in a more precarious work situation than citizens and PRs of Canada. Temporary work permits most often only allow migrants to work for a single employer, in a specific location, industry, and job. These time and place restrictions on the employment opportunities of TFWs can lead to abusive working conditions, as these workers have no other legal options for work in Canada. Just some of the abusive working conditions faced by TFWs in Canada have been reported to include: withholding of passports; threats of repatriation; non-payment or under payment of wages; excessive working hours; unsafe and unsanitary living and working conditions, restrictions on freedom of movement; verbal and physical abuse; inadequate housing conditions; and interference with the freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining. Agricultural workers, who are mostly migrant workers, work up to 14 to 16 hours per day during harvest, six days a week plus half a day on Sundays. Domestic migrant workers also report long working hours with days of 12 to 15 hours of work without overtime or days off, and have reported being isolated, lacking in nutritious food and other mistreatment by employers. Workers in the LCP have reported going without pay, as enforcing this right could mean getting fired and losing the opportunity for permanent residency. In the service sector, it has been alleged that an employer has failed to live up to its employment contract with temporary foreign workers, by failing to pay overtime and reimburse the workers for their travel costs.


15 Brazao and Cribb, supra note 13.


17 Dominguez Notice of Civil Claim, supra note 13, p. 2.
Discrimination against migrant workers on the basis of race, colour, language, country of origin, or socio-economic status is an experience of many TFWs. In Canada, some employers have allegedly paid migrant workers less than Canadian workers even though they perform exactly the same job in the same workplace, and are covered by the same collective agreement terms\(^\text{18}\). A 2004 study showed that foreign nursery and harvesting workers were earning $0.96 less per hour than Canadian workers\(^\text{19}\). At least one employer in Canada has been found to have discriminated against certain groups of migrants (from Latin America) as compared to other groups of migrants (from Europe) on the basis of race, colour, ancestry and place of origin\(^\text{20}\). Women migrants are at greater risk than men of discrimination, and are more vulnerable to harassment, abuse and violence in their work\(^\text{21}\). For example, migrant women in Canada may be paid less than migrant men for work of comparable skill levels, and may have different conditions imposed on them, such as tighter control by the employer of the women’s movements and stricter curfews\(^\text{22}\). In more extreme situations, women have reported being sent back to their country of origin for engaging in romantic relationships or becoming pregnant\(^\text{23}\). Other migrant women have reported being sexually assaulted by their employer\(^\text{24}\). Domestic migrant workers, the vast majority of whom are women\(^\text{25}\), perform work in isolated environments and are often very dependent on their employer, creating conditions for potential abuse and exploitation.

These are just a few examples of the abuse and exploitation that TFWs have been faced in their work in Canada. This problem is allowed to occur in large

\(^{18}\) Presteve Foods, OLAA, supra note 13.
\(^{19}\) Preibisch, supra note 8, p. 414.
\(^{20}\) C.S.W.U. Loc. 1611 v. SELI Canada and others (No. 8), 2008 BCHRT 436 (CanLII) ["SELI, BCHRT"].
\(^{23}\) Encalada Grez, ibid.
part because of the precarious immigration status of TFWs, and the associated restrictions in their legal employment options and inability to meaningfully access labour and employment law protections. This thesis attempts to address what international labour and human rights have to offer to remedy this situation.

Next, Canada’s immigration system and TFWPs will be explained.
2. Canada’s Temporary Foreign Worker Programs

2.1 Introduction to Canada’s immigration system

Economic interests, particularly the interests of the business community and employers, have always been a driving force behind Canadian immigration policy. Historically, these economic interests meant the pursuance of long-term economic development and population growth, through the permanent settlement of newcomers to the country. At the end of the 19th century and early in the 20th century, immigrants were viewed as essential in promoting economic expansion in the country, through their labour and their consumption26. Indeed, the very survival of the new nation of Canada was dependent on immigration. This was a time period of significant economic expansion, development in western Canada, industrialization in central Canada, and a large demand for Canadian export products abroad27. This economic development was dependent on immigration, and during this time period, a relatively open immigration policy for permanent settlement was in place.

This is not in any way to suggest that all newcomers have always been welcomed to Canada on an equal basis. During the era of primarily western European settlement in Canada in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, immigrants were admitted into Canada with full citizenship28. As these demographics changed, so too did the conditions on which migrants were allowed into Canada, shifting from permanent residency and citizenship, to temporary and precarious immigration status. Canada’s history of immigration is marked by both explicit and subtler racist immigration policies favouring certain kinds of immigrants over others.

In the early 20th century, immigration was relatively open for permanent immigration, although there were racist elements to the immigration scheme, with legislation focusing on the country of origin of migrants. Permanent immigration was very open for people from Britain, the United States, Ireland, Newfoundland, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa29. Meanwhile, the admission of immigrants from other countries came with a variety of conditions. For instance, immigrants from outside Europe were only admitted during this time period if sponsored by a relative already legally admitted to

Canada. Legislation enacted in 1923 prohibited the immigration of people from Asian countries.

During the Great Depression, immigration was essentially closed to all except British and U.S. citizens. After World War II, restrictions on immigration from Asian countries continued. While the policy of the government in the late 1940s was to foster the growth of Canada through permanent immigration, this was to be done through “careful selection” so that mass immigration would not “make a fundamental alteration of the character of our population”.

In the early 1960s, references to country of origin were removed. The potential economic contribution of immigrants was emphasised over the person’s race or country of origin. In 1967, the “point system” for permanent residency was introduced, and this system still exists today. Under the points system, immigrants qualify for permanent residency if they are awarded a certain number of points, based on their education, age, language, and other factors.

For a large portion of the history of Canadian immigration policy, permanent and relatively open immigration was seen as crucial to Canada’s economic success. The interests of businesses and employers have always been able to influence government policy. These economic considerations still shape immigration policy, but more recently, a greater emphasis has been placed on meeting short-term labour demands of employers, supplying businesses with cheap and “flexible” labour, through more immigration of temporary labour. Starting in the early 1970s, a formal program for temporary migration was introduced. The Non-Immigrant Employment and Authorization Program of 1973 was put in place to address a perceived temporary labour shortage at the time. Under this program, workers were admitted for a specified time period and were required to work for a single employer. It was with this program that immigration in Canada became linked with the immediate, short-term labour demands of employers.

31 Ibid, p. 108.
32 Ibid, p. 111.
33 Ibid, p. 113.
34 Kelley and Trebilcock, supra note 26, p. 317.
35 Green and Green, supra note 29, p. 116.
36 Kelley and Trebilcock, supra note 26, p. 350.
37 Green and Green, supra note 29, p. 116.
38 Kelley and Trebilcock, supra note 26, p. 18 and 463.
40 Ibid, p. 44.
41 Green and Green, supra note 29, p. 116.
In 2002, the introduction of the *Immigration and Refugee Protection Act*\(^{42}\), allowed employers to more easily access the labour of TFWs. The greater emphasis on the admittance of workers on a temporary basis was welcomed by business and employers, but criticized by labour and human rights activists for creating conditions in which migrant workers could be exploited and abused at work\(^ {43}\).

The TFWP created a formal division between permanent and temporary groups of migrants, and skilled and unskilled migrants\(^ {44}\). Skilled migrants are more often admitted as permanent residents\(^ {45}\). Even among workers in the TFWP, those with in-demand skills have the possibility of attaining permanent residency after working for a specified period of time, while the hope of permanent residence status is virtually non-existent for “low-skill” TFWs.

The change in immigration policy from permanent residency to temporary status has been accompanied by a shift to more precarious conditions of work as well. The time, location, employer and occupation restrictions on TFWs exposes these workers to potential abuse in the workplace that a permanent resident can more easily avoid. Low-skill TFWs do not have a very good chance of ever being granted permanent residency, and so these already vulnerable workers are made more vulnerable. Women and migrants from less economically developed countries are significantly over-represented in the low-skill category\(^ {46}\), and they may have very little prospects of employment back in their country of origin.

Increasingly, economic immigration to Canada is on a temporary basis, with a primary motivator of immigration policy being short-term economic interests rather than longer term nation-building. While the Canadian government may no longer have an explicitly racist immigration policy, discriminatory views of workers from other countries persists in the operation of the TFWPs. Inherent in the demand of business for cheap and flexible labour in the form of TFWs, is the assumption that workers from other countries are willing to work for lower wages and in poorer conditions than PRs and citizens. While this issue of discrimination against TFWs is only beginning to be addressed in the legal realm in Canada, at least one administrative body in Canada has found that making distinctions between TFWs on the basis of their country of origin constitutes discrimination\(^ {47}\).

\(^{42}\) SC 2001, c. 27 [“IRPA”].
\(^{43}\) Kelley and Trebilcock, *supra* note 26, p. 20.
\(^{44}\) Marsden, *supra* note 39, p. 44.
\(^{45}\) *Ibid*, p. 45.
\(^{46}\) *Ibid*, p. 45.
\(^{47}\) SELI, *BCHRT supra* note 20.
When examining the difficulties that TFWs have in Canada in accessing work-related legal protections, it is important to bear in mind that the TFWP was designed with business and employers’ interests in mind. By denying these workers a clear path to permanent residency, and imposing restrictions that make their lives and future totally dependent on their employer, the TFW worker regime has provided employers with access to relatively cheap and exploitable workers. As will be seen, the current focus in Canadian immigration policy on meeting short-term labour market desires of employers through temporary migration, has been at the expense of the rights of the workers that Canada now so heavily depends on for the economic success of this country.

2.2. Immigration Law and Policy in Canada

Canada has a federal structure, with the Parliament of Canada having control over immigration, and the provinces having the primary responsibility over labour and employment law, and most other areas of law relevant to the lives of workers. Immigration in Canada is governed by the federal IRPA, and its 12 regulations, the main regulation being the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act Regulation. Among the many objectives of IRPA are:

- to permit Canada to pursue the maximum social, cultural and economic benefits of immigration;
- to support the development of a strong and prosperous Canadian economy;
- to promote the successful integration of permanent residents into Canada, while recognizing that integration involves mutual obligations for new immigrants and Canadian society;
- to facilitate the entry of visitors, students and temporary workers for purposes such as trade, commerce, tourism, international understanding and cultural, educational and scientific activities;
- to promote international justice and security by fostering respect for human rights and by denying access to Canadian territory to persons who are criminals or security risks.

The introductory provisions of IRPA state that the legislation is to be applied in such a way that ensures decisions are consistent with the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, including its principles of equality and freedom from discrimination, and complies with international human rights instruments to which Canada is signatory.

---

48 SOR 2002/227 [“IRPA Reg.”].
49 IRPA, s. 3(1).
50 The Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (UK), 1982, c. 11 [the “Charter”].
51 IRPA, s. 3(3).
IRPA and the IRPA Regulation provide for two classes of immigrants: PRs and temporary residents, both of which contain sub-divisions of classes. PRs are selected in the following classes: family, economic, refugees. Temporary residents are divided into visitors, students, and workers. The worker class of temporary residents obtain their work permit through a number of different programs including the general TFWP, the Seasonal Agricultural Workers Program (“SAWP”), the Live-In Caregiver Program (“LCP”), the Project for Occupations Requiring Lower Levels of Formal Training, also called the Low-skill Pilot Project (“LSPP”), and Provincial Nominee Programs (“PNP”). Under this latter program, the provinces are able to select desired immigrants, even though the federal government in Canada is responsible for immigration law and policy.

TFWs may become PRs through the economic class of immigration. Within the economic class, the possible routes to permanent residency for TFWs are the Canadian Experience Class, Federal Skilled Worker, and the PNPs. Under the Canadian Experience Class, after two years of employment, TFWs that have “skilled work experience” can apply for permanent residence. Skill level is set out in the National Occupation Classification (“NOC”) for labour skills in Canada, determined by Human Resources and Skills Development Canada (“HRSDC”). There are five levels of skills: Skill Type 0 (managerial occupations), Skill Level A (professional occupations), Skill Level B (technical occupations and skilled trades), Skill Level C (intermediate and clerical workers) and Skill Level D (elemental workers and labourers). “Skilled work experience” for the purposes of the Canadian Experience Class means work in Type 0, or Levels A and B. Many TFWs perform work in Skill Levels C and D, and they will not be eligible to apply for permanent residency through the Canadian Experience Class.

The Federal Skilled Worker program is a points-based system. A worker must currently achieve 67 points total in the areas of education, language skills, skilled work experience, age, arranged employment, and adaptability, to be granted permanent residency. A worker that has pre-arranged employment is granted 10 points to be counted towards this goal. Many TFWs will not have the education or skilled work experience required to achieve the 67 points required for permanent residency under this class.

The PNPs are also a potential option for permanent residency for limited numbers of TFWs. Under the province of B.C.’s program, the worker must have a job offer from an employer in B.C. with an accompanying Labour Market Opinion (“LMO”). As well, the worker must be either a skilled worker in an eligible occupation in Skill Type 0, Levels A or B, or be a health care

52 IRPA, s. 12.
53 IRPA Reg., Parts 9-12.
professional, graduate of a recognized Canadian post-secondary institution, or a semi-skilled work in selected tourism and hospitality, long-haul trucking, and food processing occupations.

The common theme to these permanent residence categories is that skilled work experience is often required. As many of the TFWPs are aimed at recruiting “low-skilled” workers, many participants in these programs will not qualify for permanent residency. The exception is certain limited categories of employment under the PNPs.

There are a number of public bodies involved in the regulation of temporary foreign workers. On the immigration side, Citizenship and Immigration Canada (“CIC”) and HRSDC have authority in the immigration process for TFWs. Before a person can even obtain a work permit, their proposed employer in Canada must obtain an authorization, the LMO, from HRSDC. The purpose of the LMO is to ensure the employer has first made efforts to fill the position with Canadian workers\(^{54}\). The LMO is also required to ensure that the employer will offer the TFW the prevailing wage rate and acceptable conditions of work; the employment of the TFW will fill a labour shortage; and that the entry of the TFW will have a neutral or positive effect on the Canada labour market\(^{55}\). Migrant workers can work in Canada without an LMO in certain limited situations, including under an international agreement or PNPs.

Immigration officers with CIC determine who can immigrate to Canada, issue visas and work permits, and determine residency. The Immigration and Refugee Board, independent of CIC, hears appeals on certain limited immigration matters. Canada Border Services Agency is also involved in the fate of TFWs, as officers of this agency have the power to deny entry to a foreigner at the border, and also to enforce the removal or deportation of someone who has overstayed or violated the conditions of their visa or work permit.

In addition to these administrative bodies involved in the immigration process, officials with employment standards agencies, labour relations boards, human rights tribunals, workers’ compensation boards, and employment insurance all have decision-making powers relevant to the lives of TFWs in Canada. As will be seen, if work related claims are not resolved by these agencies, a TFW’s immigration status can be put in jeopardy.

Next, the different types of TFWPs will be discussed.

\section*{2.3 Temporary Foreign Worker Program}

\footnote{IRPA Reg., s. 203(3).}
\footnote{Ibid.}
The vast majority of temporary work permits are issued for no specific TFW, but under the general TFW\textsuperscript{56}. Under the TFW, foreign workers must first have a job offer from a Canadian employer before they will be issued a work permit. The first step, however, is for the potential employer to receive a LMO that supports the need for a foreign worker in that specific job with that specific employer. If the employer has previously hired TFWs in the previous two years, the employer must demonstrate that it provided the wages and conditions of work to that TFW as set out in the job offer\textsuperscript{57}. For certain higher skilled jobs, there is now an accelerated process for employers to obtain LMOs (“A-LMO”). Under this accelerated system, an LMO will be issued within 10 business days, while under the regular system LMOs can take a few months. Further, under the A-LMO, employers are permitted to pay TFWs up to 15\% less than the posted wage, or current prevailing average wage rate, for the occupation, provided the employer pays the TFW the same wage rate paid to citizens and PR employees in the same occupation\textsuperscript{58}.

LMOs are issued more often to certain occupations and skill levels than others under the general TFW. In 2010 in Canada, the most popular occupation category by far was “Babysitters, Nannies and Parents’ Helpers”, followed by “Food Counter Attendants, Kitchen Helpers and Related Occupations”, “Cooks”, and “Harvesting Labourers”\textsuperscript{59}. The LMO sets out the wages, conditions of work, and occupation and skill level the TFW must perform. HRSDC requires an employment contract between the employer and the TFW in order for an LMO to be confirmed\textsuperscript{60}.

The HRSDC Guidelines for Hiring Foreign Workers states that employers are not entitled to recoup the following costs from employees: those relating to retaining or training the employee, including any amounts payable to a third-party recruiter; the cost of two-way transportation between the employee’s country of residence and place of work; and the cost of health insurance until the employee is eligible for provincial health insurance\textsuperscript{61}. However, HRSDC is

\textsuperscript{56} Sandra Elgersma, “Temporary Foreign Workers”, Library of Parliament (7 Sept. 2007), at p. 3. Online: http://www2.parl.gc.ca/content/lop/researchpublications/prb0711-c.pdf
\textsuperscript{57} IRPA Reg. s. 200(1)(c)(B).
\textsuperscript{59} HRSDC, “Top occupational groups according to the number of temporary foreign worker positions on labour market opinion confirmations (excluding the Seasonal Agricultural Worker Program), by province/territory”. Online: http://www.hrsdc.gc.ca/eng/workplaceskills/foreign_workers/stats/annual/table6a.shtml (Date of Access: Jan. 18, 2012).
\textsuperscript{61} Ibid, p. 15.
not a party to the employment contract, and is not responsible for enforcing the employment contract. This is left up to the provincial employment standards agencies, and the courts.

Once the employer has received an LMO and the worker has a job offer, the foreign worker can then apply to CIC for a permit to work temporarily in Canada. The work permit will set out the authorized period of residence; the type of work the foreign worker is permitted to engage in or are prohibited from engaging in; the employer, the location of the work, and the times and periods of the work; any studies the worker is permitted or prohibited from engaging in; and the area within which they are permitted or prohibited from travelling in within Canada.\(^{62}\)

Work permits are issued for a maximum of two years. The work permit can be extended up to a total of four cumulative years. After working for four years in Canada under the TFWP, the worker cannot obtain a new temporary work permit for a minimum of four years following the last day of work in Canada.\(^{63}\)

As stated, under the TFWP the work permit sets out the specific employer and occupation in which the TFW is permitted to work. If the TFW wishes to change jobs or employers, they must obtain a new work permit. However, this first requires the new employer to obtain an LMO and provide the TFW with a job offer.\(^{64}\) It can take many weeks or months to obtain a new LMO and work permit when applying from within Canada\(^{65}\), and many employers are not prepared to wait that long for an individual to commence work\(^{66}\).

Note that some limited categories of foreign workers do not require a work permit, for example, business visitors, officers of a foreign government, performing artists, participants in sports events\(^{67}\). These categories do not represent the majority of TFWs, and this thesis is concerned with the TFWs who are required to obtain a work permit.

### 2.4 Seasonal Agricultural Worker Program

After the general TFWP, the greatest number of work permits are issued for the SAWP.\(^{68}\) The agricultural industry in Canada relies heavily on TFWs who are legally restricted to working only in agriculture and for one employer.\(^{69}\) The agricultural industry has the longest history of any industry in Canada in

\(^{62}\) IRPA Reg., s. 185.  
\(^{63}\) IRPA Reg., d. 200(3)(g).  
\(^{64}\) Fudge and MacPhail, Restaurant Sector, supra note 60, p. 14.  
\(^{65}\) Nakache and Kinoshita, supra note 12.  
\(^{67}\) IRPA Reg., s. 186.  
\(^{68}\) Elgersma, supra note 56, p. 3.  
\(^{69}\) Fraser Factum of the Appellants, supra note 14, p. 8.
utilizing foreign labour, dating back to at least 1868, when the government participated in settling British orphans to work on Canadian farms\textsuperscript{70}.

In 1978, less than 5,000 workers participated in SAWP\textsuperscript{71} while in 2010, 23,375 workers came to Canada under the SAWP\textsuperscript{72}. This program admits workers from Mexico and certain Caribbean countries, including Jamaica, Trinidad & Tobago, and Barbados, on temporary work permits to work in the agricultural industry. As with the general TFWP, the employer must first make efforts to hire Canadian workers, offer the prevailing wage rate, and obtain an LMO\textsuperscript{73}.

Under the SAWP, the work permit is issued for a specific employer and job, and for a minimum period of six weeks, up to a maximum of eight months per calendar year\textsuperscript{74}. Employers are required to provide free housing to workers (except in B.C., where workers pay part of the cost). Employers are required to cover other certain costs, including partial round trip airfare (except B.C., where employers pay the full airfare), and health insurance and workers’ compensation\textsuperscript{75}, and must sign an employment contract\textsuperscript{76}. The employment contract differs for workers from Mexico and workers from the Caribbean, and also depending on whether the worker is working in B.C. or another province.

At the end of the eight month period, the worker must leave Canada for a period of at least four months. Each time the employer seeks to re-hire the worker under the SAWP, the employer must obtain a new LMO. Unlike the general TFWP, workers under the SAWP are not barred from obtaining a new work permit after four cumulative years of employment in Canada. A worker under the SAWP could obtain temporary work permits of up to eight months indefinitely, making them perpetual TFWs.

Although women only make up four percent of workers under the SAWP, this number has been steadily growing since 1989 when females first started to participate in SAWP\textsuperscript{77}.

2.5 \textit{Low-Skill Pilot Project}

\textsuperscript{70} Preibisch, \textit{supra} note 8, p. 405.
\textsuperscript{71} \textit{Ibid}, p. 410.
\textsuperscript{72} Chow, \textit{supra} note 7.
\textsuperscript{74} HRSDC, “Seasonal Agricultural Worker Program (SAWP)” Online: \url{http://www.hrsdc.gc.ca/eng/workplaceskills/foreign_workers/stats/annual/foreword_sawp.shtml} (Date of Access: Jan. 18, 2012).
\textsuperscript{75} \textit{Ibid}.
\textsuperscript{76} Elgersma, \textit{supra} note 56, p. 3.
The LSPP was first introduced in 2002 and the number of workers admitted to work in Canada through this program has dramatically increased since then. The LSPP allows employers to hire workers with so-called “lower level skills” for up to 24 months, where there is a demonstrable shortage of Canadian workers. As with the other categories of TFWPs, the employer must obtain an LMO first, and make minimum efforts to recruit Canadian workers. Again, the wage rate must be the “prevailing wage rate”. The employer is required to cover all recruitment and transportation costs involved in hiring the TFW, and sign an employment contract addressing wages, duties and conditions of work relating to transportation, accommodation, and health and safety.

Although the occupations in this category are considered low-skill, workers must have at least a high school diploma or two years of job-specific training. There are a total of 33 occupations covered by the LSPP, including agriculture, food and beverage services, and residential cleaning and support workers. Workers in the LSPP are often hired to work in the service sector, in particular the restaurant sector. The agricultural industry also hires workers through this program from a broader range of countries, as the SAWP only applies to workers from Mexico and the Caribbean. Unlike the SAWP, after four years of cumulative employment on a work permit in Canada, the worker must leave Canada for a minimum of four years before obtaining a new temporary work permit. As well, employers are not required to provide housing for the workers, as they are under SAWP.

The work that TFWs are hired to perform under the LSPP is unlikely to provide the worker with the experience they need to obtain permanent residence status in Canada. For example, the Canadian Experience Class stream of permanent residency requires Canadian work experience in “skilled” occupation classifications of NOC 0, A or B, and under the LSPP workers perform occupations in the lower skill levels of the NOC C and D classifications.

### 2.6 Live-In Caregiver Program

Various incarnations of the LCP have existed in Canada throughout the history of immigration in the country. Prior to World War I, British women were recruited to work as domestics in Canada, with the promise of full citizenship. After World War II, this demographic changed with women from eastern Europe arriving to work as domestics, and then in the 1950s, more women from
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Caribbean countries. Less favourable conditions were placed on these domestic workers from non-Western European countries. In 1955 Canada put in an agreement with Jamaica and Barbados called the Caribbean Domestic Scheme. The requirements placed on domestic workers under this agreement were more onerous than previously required of domestic workers. The women admitted under this agreement were required to be between the ages of 18 and 40, with no dependants, and have at least an eighth grade education. Many of these women were actually highly skilled, as nurses, teachers and civil servants in their country of origin. They were required to undergo gynecological exams testing for venereal disease, and had to perform live-in service for at least one year. Under this program, domestic workers were provided with landed immigrant status. This agreement ended in 1973, which is when domestic workers were no longer admitted to Canada with immediate landed immigrant status.

From the time period of 1973 until 1981, domestic workers could only work in Canada on renewable temporary work permits, and could only remain in Canada as long as they continued to work as domestics. After a 1981 task force report finding that foreign domestic workers were vulnerable to abuse and exploitation, a program entitled the Foreign Domestic Movement was introduced that made it possible for foreign domestic workers to apply for permanent residence after two-years of live-in domestic work. While there have been changes to the programs for foreign domestic workers since 1981, this is essentially the system that continues to exist today.

Currently, under the IRPA Regulations, a ‘live-in caregiver’ is defined as a person who resides in a private household and “provides child care, senior home support care or care of the disabled in that household without supervision” private household in Canada in which the persons resides. A distinguishing feature of the LCP is that it is one of the few TFWPs in Canada that provides a clear path to permanent residency. As well, the LCP also provides for longer work permits than other TFWPs, for up to three years and three months. After the worker has completed 24 months of service or 3,900 hours within 36 months for one employer, she or he can apply for PR status. Prior to attaining PR status, live-in caregivers are required to live in the employer’s home, and if they want to change employers, the must apply for a new work permit and start the process anew. Once the worker has fulfilled the
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24 month service requirement and applied for permanent residency, they are issued an “open” work permit, allowing the worker to move out of the employer’s home and to work for any employer, in any occupation. In 2005, 95% of workers in the LCP were women. Currently, the vast majority of workers in the LCP are women from the Philippines. Filipinas make up nearly 80% of workers in the LCP.

The admission requirements for workers in the LCP are quite high, as compared to other streams of the TFWP. The worker must have at least a secondary school education, English or French language skills, at least six months of full-time training and one year of work experience in this occupation, and a signed employment contract with the employer in Canada.

2.7 Provincial Nominee Programs

After the LCP, the PNPs provide the most viable option for TFWs to eventually obtain permanent residence status in Canada. In the province of B.C., the worker must first have a job offer from an employer in B.C. that cannot be filled by a Canadian citizen or PR, and be either:

- A skilled worker, according to skill type 0, A or B of the NOC matrix;
- A health care professional, specifically physicians, registered nurses, registered psychiatric nurses, and midwives;
- An international graduate of a recognized Canadian post-secondary institution;
- A recent masters or doctorate graduate from a B.C. post-secondary institution in the natural, applied or health sciences (no job offer is required for this category); or
- A semi-skilled worker in select tourism/hospitality, long-haul trucking, or food processing occupations.

Four of these five categories require an employer to nominate a TFW for permanent status. This gives employers significant power over the worker, as they can control the worker’s access to permanent residency in Canada.
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To summarize, the TFWPs do not offer a very secure path to permanent residency, although many of the workers who come to Canada under these programs do so with the intention of eventually applying for permanent residence status. Workers in these programs are tied to a single employer, and it is very difficult for the worker to change their work permit and work for a different employer. In some cases, workers are required to live with the employer or in housing provided by the employer. Employers therefore have significant control over these workers’ lives and futures, and abuses and illegal practices have been known to occur. As will be seen, there are significant barriers to TFWs improving working and living situation in Canada when this occurs.
3. International Labour Rights and International Human Rights

3.1 Fundamental Principles of International Labour Rights and International Human Rights

The international labour rights and human rights standards applicable to migrant workers can be found in a variety of sources. In this chapter, I will set out the international labour and human rights treaties that Canada has ratified, as well as those not ratified by Canada, but which provide guidance on the ideals that Canada should still aspire to fulfil. Statements and principles made by the (“ILO”), United Nations (“UN”) Special Rapporteurs, and UN Committees further help define the nature of the rights of people working in a country other than their own. While many of the international rights that will be discussed are not necessarily enforceable in Canada, these standards provide a framework from which to assess how migrant workers are treated under Canada’s TFWPs.

As will be seen, a common theme in these international norms is the recognition of the particular vulnerability of migrant workers as compared to nationals of the country of employment, and the corresponding obligation on States to take extra and special steps to ensure that the rights of these workers are adequately protected.

3.1.1 International Labour Organization Constitution

As this thesis is primarily concerned with the rights of migrants as workers, an appropriate starting point is the ILO Constitution. In the aftermath of World War I, the ILO and its Constitution were established in 1919. One of the main purposes in establishing the ILO was to combat the lowering of wages of working conditions, or “social dumping” or “race to the bottom”, associated with more open and unregulated trade across borders.99 The purpose was to prevent States that do not comply with these standards from gaining an unfair competitive advantage.100 The setting of international standards and clear rules would ensure that economic progress and social justice would be pursued simultaneously.101

100 Ibid, p. 331.
It is recognized in the preamble to the ILO Constitution that “conditions of labour exist involving such injustice hardship and privation to large numbers of people so as to produce unrest so great that the peace and harmony of the world are imperilled”. An improvement to those conditions, and avoiding social unrest, were also main goals in establishing the ILO. Among the improvement in workers’ lives that was seen as urgently required was the “protection of the interests of workers when employed in countries other than their own” (ILO Constitution, preamble). From the beginning, the ILO has recognized that migrant workers are a particularly vulnerable group of workers. The preamble to the Constitution also affirmed the principle of equal remuneration for work of equal value, and the principle of freedom of association, among other fundamental principles. It is important to note that the obligations contained in the Constitution apply to all Member States by virtue of their membership. According to the 1998 Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work\textsuperscript{102}, even those States that do not ratify ILO Conventions, still have international labour obligations arising as a result of their membership in the ILO.

The Annex to the Constitution, the Declaration of Philadelphia, was adopted in 1944, sets out the aims and purposes of the ILO and the principles “which should inspire the policy of its Members”\textsuperscript{103}. Here, the fundamental principles of the ILO are re-affirmed. These fundamental principles state that “labour is not a commodity”\textsuperscript{104}, an important principle to the rights of migrant workers, as they are often recruited by employers for the specific reason that their labour is cheap and flexible compared to that of workers who are citizens or permanent residents. Another fundamental principle is that “freedom of expression and of association are essential to sustained progress”\textsuperscript{105}. The principle of freedom of association is also important to the rights of migrant workers, and the ILO has elaborated on this principle, as will be seen below.

The principle of non-discrimination is also contained in the Declaration of Philadelphia, where it is affirmed that “all human beings, irrespective of race, creed or sex, have the right to pursue both their material well-being and their spiritual development in conditions of freedom and dignity, of economic security and equal opportunity”\textsuperscript{106}. The extent to which the grounds of “race” or “creed” prohibits discrimination against migrant workers will depend on the context (i.e. are the migrant workers of a different race than nationals?).

\textsuperscript{102} Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work (ILC, 88\textsuperscript{th} Sess., Geneva, 1998) [“Declaration on Fundamental Principles”].

\textsuperscript{103} Annex to the Constitution, Declaration concerning the aims and purposes of the International Labour Organisation (Declaration of Philadelphia) (ILC, 26\textsuperscript{th} Sess., Philadelphia, 1944) [“Declaration of Philadelphia”], preamble.

\textsuperscript{104} Ibid, Art. I(a).

\textsuperscript{105} Ibid, Art. I(b).

\textsuperscript{106} Ibid, Art. II(a).
3.1.2 ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work

The Declaration on Fundamental Principles was adopted in 1998, with the purpose of emphasising certain fundamental or “core” principles of the ILO. As with the ILO Constitution and the Declaration of Philadelphia, the Declaration on Fundamental Principles reaffirms the obligations on Member States by virtue of their membership, whether or not they have ratified the conventions associated with the core or fundamental rights. The Declaration on Fundamental Principles recognizes that while economic growth is essential, it is not sufficient to ensure equity, social progress and the eradication of poverty. While a link between social progress and economic growth is recognized, at the same time there must be a guarantee of fundamental principles and rights at work to enable persons to “claim freely and on the basis of equality of opportunity their fair share of the wealth which they have helped to generate”. Again in this instrument, it was recognized that the ILO should give special attention to the problems of persons with special social needs, particularly “migrant workers” and mobilize and encourage international, regional and national efforts aimed at resolving their problems.

The Declaration on Fundamental Principles reiterates the obligations on all Member States of the ILO to respect, promote and realize the principles concerning the following fundamental rights: (a) freedom of association and the effective recognition of the right to collective bargaining; (b) the elimination of all forms of forced or compulsory labour; (c) the effective abolition of child labour; and (d) the elimination of discrimination in respect of employment and occupation. There are 8 “core” ILO conventions containing the principles associated with these fundamental rights. Three of these core conventions will be discussed here.

In addition to these fundamental principles and goals of the ILO, there are principles of international human rights law that may be considered as fundamental rights of workers.

3.1.3 ILO Declaration on Social Justice for a Fair Globalization

The Declaration on Social Justice for a Fair Globalization, adopted by the ILO in 2008, is the third and most recent major statement of principles adopted by the ILO, the previous two being the Declaration of Philadelphia and Declaration on Fundamental Principles. The purpose of the Declaration on
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Social Justice is to build on ILO principles, while recognizing the realities of globalization in the 21st century\textsuperscript{111}.

While the Declaration on Social Justice does not specifically mention migrant workers, as the document is designed to address the challenges of global economic integration, it contains principles relevant for people working in countries other than their own. This Declaration on Social Justice promotes a fair globalization that is based on “decent work” for all, and aiming to place employment at the heart of economic policies\textsuperscript{112}. This emphasis on decent work in the context of globalization is important to the rights of migrant workers in Canada, as often the economic needs of employers to be able to compete globally by having access to cheap and flexible labour, have been emphasized over the conditions of work of the migrant workers participating in in the TFWPs.

3.1.4 Universal Declaration of Human Rights

The non-binding Universal Declaration of Human Rights\textsuperscript{113}, adopted in 1948 after World War II, contains statements on rights applicable to “everyone”, which are not just limited to citizens of the State concerned. Art. 7 provides for the right to equal protection of the law and equal protection against any discrimination, and Art. 8 provides that everyone has the right to “an effective remedy by the competent national tribunals for acts violating the fundamental rights granted him by the constitution or by law”. The UDHR thus encourages States to ensure that no one, including migrant workers, is excluded from accessing the protection of the law and competent tribunals.

The UDHR also contains a number of statements on the content of work-related rights. Art. 23(1) states that “Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment, to just and favourable conditions of work and to protection against unemployment”. Art. 23(2) contains the principle of the right to equal pay for equal work. The principle of non-discrimination at work is also seen in the ILO documents, although even as far back as 1919 when the ILO Constitution was drafted, the ILO went much further than the principle of “equal pay for equal work” and required States to ensure “equal remuneration for work of equal value” for all workers.

Art. 24 and 25 of the UDHR contain rights relevant to work, with Art. 24 stating “Everyone has the right to rest and leisure, including reasonable limitation of working hours”. Art. 25 states that “Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself and of his family”.

\begin{flushleft}
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3.1.5 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

The binding International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights\textsuperscript{114}, to which Canada has acceded, also provides in Art. 14, that “All persons shall be equal before the court and tribunals”. As with the UDHR, the ICCPR also stipulates, in Art. 26, that “All persons are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to the equal protection of the law…”. The UN Human Rights Committee (“HRC”), which monitors the implementation of the ICCPR, has commented on these rights in its General Comment No. 32, “Right to equality before courts and tribunals and right to a fair trial”. The HRC has said that the first sentence in paragraph 1 of Art. 14 sets out a general guarantee of equality before courts and tribunals, that applies regardless of the nature of the proceedings before such bodies\textsuperscript{115}. Art. 14 is therefore not just limited to criminal law proceedings, but applies to other proceedings as well, such as employment-related claims.

This right of equality in legal proceedings includes “equal access and equality of arms”, meaning that each party to a proceeding should have the resources to equally defend themselves in the proceedings and can equally access the proceedings in a “meaningful” way\textsuperscript{116}. According to the HRC, this applies not only to criminal proceedings, but to civil proceedings as well\textsuperscript{117}. The HRC has said that the availability or absence of legal assistance often determines whether or not a person can access the relevant proceedings or participate in them in a meaningful way, and encourages States to provide free legal aid, not only in criminal law matters, but other proceedings as well\textsuperscript{118}. Further, the notion of “equality of arms” may, in exceptional cases, require the free assistance of an interpreter where a party could not otherwise participate in the proceeding on equal terms\textsuperscript{119}.

The HRC has expressly addressed the equality of migrant workers in legal proceedings. The HRC has stated, “The right of access to courts and tribunals and equality before them is not limited to citizens of States parties...”\textsuperscript{120}, and that legal proceedings on an equal basis must be available to all individuals, including migrant workers, when they are in the territory or subject to the jurisdiction of the State party. While this statement is fairly general, other international instruments assist in determining the obligation States have...
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towards migrant workers to ensure they have the opportunity to access legal proceedings on an equal basis.

3.1.6 International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights

The *International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights*\(^\text{121}\), to which Canada has acceded, contains a number of workers’ rights. Art. 6 provides for the “right to work, which includes the right of everyone to the opportunity to gain his living by work which he freely chooses or accepts”. Art. 7 of the ICESCR expands on the rights of all workers. This article states that everyone has the right to “fair wages and equal remuneration for work of equal value without distinction of any kind”; “a decent living for themselves and their families”; safe and healthy working conditions; equal opportunity for everyone to be promoted in his employment; and rest, leisure and reasonable limitation of working hours. Art. 8 provides for the right of everyone to form and join a trade union or his or her choice.

The UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (“CESCR”) has issued a General Comment on the right to work, in which the scope of Arts. 6, 7, and 8 are discussed. First, the CESCR has recognized that the “right to work is essential for realizing other human rights and forms and inseparable and inherent part of human dignity”\(^\text{122}\). The CESCR specified that work under Art. 6 must be *decent work*\(^\text{123}\). “Decent work” has been described by the CESCR as work that respects the fundamental rights of the human person as well as the rights of workers in terms of conditions of work safety and remuneration\(^\text{124}\). It also includes an income that allows workers to support themselves and their families.

The right to work includes having the right of access to a system of protection guaranteeing each worker access to employment\(^\text{125}\). This includes providing specialized services to assist individuals in finding employment. The CESCR stated that States must respect the right to work by refraining from denying or limiting equal access to decent work for all persons, especially disadvantaged and marginalized individuals and groups\(^\text{126}\). According to the CESCR, States must take measures to combat discrimination and promote equal access and opportunities. The obligation of States to protect the right to work requires States parties to take measures that prevent third parties from interfering with the enjoyment of the right to work\(^\text{127}\). Importantly for migrant workers, the
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CESCR stated that measures that increase the flexibility of labour must not make work less stable or reduce the social protection of the worker.\textsuperscript{128}

The CESCR specifically addressed the right to work of migrant workers in General Comment No. 18. The CESCR stated that the labour market in a State must be open to everyone under the jurisdiction of the State party.\textsuperscript{129} The CESCR stated that the principle of non-discrimination should apply in relation to employment opportunities for migrant workers and their families.\textsuperscript{130} What exactly constitutes these appropriate measures with respect to employment opportunities of migrant workers will be explored later in this paper.

With respect to effective legal remedies involving employment matters, the CESCR has required that any person or group who is a victim of a violation of the right to work should have access to effective judicial or other appropriate remedies at the national level.\textsuperscript{131} The CESCR noted that trade unions and human rights commissions have an important role in defending the right to work. The CESCR further specified that all victims of violations are entitled to adequate reparation, which may take the form of restitution, compensation, satisfaction or a guarantee of non-repetition.\textsuperscript{132} The CESCR recommended that States incorporate international instruments recognizing the right to work into the domestic legal order, as the direct applicability of such instruments would significantly enhance the scope and effectiveness of remedial measures and allow courts to adjudicate violations of international standards on the right to work.\textsuperscript{133}

While many all ILO standards and many UN standards are applicable to the rights of migrant workers, I will now turn to discuss the areas of international standards which greatly impacts their ability to access justice in their work. The areas of international labour and human rights that I will now set out are: freedom of association, discrimination, standards specifically addressing migrant workers and domestic workers, and labour inspection and other regulation of conditions of work.

3.2 Freedom of Association

3.2.1 ILO Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organize Convention, C87

The right of freedom of association and to form and join a trade union is contained in many international instruments, including the UDHR, ICCPR, and
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ICESCR. However, this right was set out in the ILO Constitution in 1919, and was more fully developed in two of the “core” ILO conventions, adopted in 1948 and 1949 respectively. The ILO Committee on Freedom of Association (“CFA”) and the ILO Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations (“CEACR”) have commented on the scope of this right and there have been many decisions by the CFA involving freedom of association and the right to collectively bargain in Canada. As will be seen, the right to form a union and engage in collective bargaining have been crucial to the scope of rights of TFWs in Canada.

The first ILO Convention on the associational rights of workers and employers, ILO Convention concerning Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organize, 1948 (No. 87)\textsuperscript{134}, has been ratified by Canada. Part I of C87 protects the rights of workers, without distinction whatsoever, to establish and join organizations of their own choosing. This right “without distinction” has been interpreted to mean without discrimination on any basis, and that all workers, including migrant workers, are covered by C87\textsuperscript{135}. The ILO has said that distinctions among workers must be seen as contradicting the principle that all workers should have the right to organize\textsuperscript{136}. Part II of C87 requires States to take “all necessary and appropriate” measures to ensure that workers may exercise freely the right to organize. The CFA has stated that the ultimate responsibility for respecting freedom of association lies with the government and a State cannot use its other commitments as a reason to justify the non-application of ratified ILO Conventions\textsuperscript{137}.

Also of significance to the freedom of association of migrant workers is ILO Convention concerning the Rights of Association and Combination of Agricultural Workers, 1921 (No. 11)\textsuperscript{138}, which requires Member States to secure to all those engaged in agriculture the same rights of association and combination as to industrial workers, and to repeal any statutory or other provisions restricting such rights of those engaged in agriculture. Canada has not ratified this Convention, a likely reason being that in many jurisdictions in Canada, agricultural workers, many of whom are migrant workers, do not have the same rights of association and combination as other workers.

\subsection*{3.2.2 ILO Right to Organize and Collective Bargaining Convention, C98}
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ILO Convention (No. 98) concerning the application of principles of the right to organise and to bargain collectively, is part of the fundamental right to freedom of association. While Canada has not ratified this Convention, unions or employers’ organizations may still file a complaint with the CFA against any Member of the ILO, whether or not the Member has ratified the conventions concerning freedom of association. As will be discussed later, unions in Canada have made ample use of the CFA and have obtained declarations that Canada (or its provinces) have violated principles of freedom of association.

Art. 1 of C98 provides that “Workers shall enjoy adequate protection against acts of anti-union discrimination in respect of their employment”. Anti-union discrimination could include, for instance, firing a person for organizing workers to form a trade union. Art. 2 provides for protection against interference with a union by an employer (and vice versa), for instance, acts which are designed to promote the establishment of an employer-dominated union by financial or other means, for the purpose of putting the union under the control of the employer.

The primary obligations on States in C98 are found in Arts. 3 and 4, requiring States to provide “machinery” to ensure respect for the right to organise and for the voluntary negotiation by employers’ and workers’ organizations with a view to reaching collective agreements. This requires the State to refrain from any interference which would restrict or impede the lawful exercise of this right. The CFA has stated that Art. 4 does not require the State to enforce collective bargaining, but rather the public authorities should refrain from any undue interference in the negotiation process. While certain rules and practices may assist the parties in negotiations and promote collective bargaining, legislation covering procedures for arbitration and conciliation in collective bargaining must respect the autonomy of the parties.

The ILO has recognized that increasing labour mobility in a globalized context has given rise to challenges with respect to migrant workers, including organizing these workers and collective bargaining. The ILO has recently stated that freedom of association is often not protected by law or working in practice for migrant workers. As well, The ILO Multilateral Framework on
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Labour Migration\textsuperscript{147} calls for respect of the freedom of association for migrant workers.

With respect to agricultural workers, an industry in which many TFWs in Canada work, the CFA has found that the absence of statutory machinery for the promotion of collective bargaining for agricultural workers constituted “an impediment to one of the principle objectives of the guarantee of freedom of association”\textsuperscript{148}. With respect to a Canadian jurisdiction, the CFA recommended that the government of Ontario take measures to ensure that agricultural workers enjoy the protection necessary to establish and join organizations of their choosing and to ensure that those workers have access to procedures which facilitate collective bargaining\textsuperscript{149}.

The ILO has also noted the exclusion of female-dominated sectors from the legal protection of freedom of association, and other problems hindering women from enjoying freedom of association\textsuperscript{150}. Domestic workers are often excluded from freedom of association protections, and this occupation is dominated by women and migrant workers. The ILO has said that not only should women take their place at the negotiation table, but gender issues also must be made more explicit during the collective bargaining process\textsuperscript{151}.

3.3 Discrimination

3.3.1 ILO Discrimination Convention, C111

ILO Convention concerning Discrimination in Respect of Employment and Occupation, 1958 (No. 111)\textsuperscript{152} is also one of the eight core ILO conventions, and has been ratified by Canada. The prohibition against discrimination is one of the fundamental rights emphasised throughout ILO and UN instruments. The prohibition against discrimination contained in C111 expanded from the categories contained in the ILO Constitution, which only contained the right to be free from discrimination on the grounds of “race, creed or sex”.

Art. 1 of C111 states that the term discrimination includes any “distinction, exclusion or preference made on the basis of race, colour, sex, religion, political opinion, national extraction or social origin which has the effect of nullifying or impairing equality of opportunity or treatment in employment or occupation”.
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Art. 1(2) provides that discrimination includes other distinctions which have the effect of impairing the equality of opportunity or treatment in employment or occupation, as may be determined by the Member State. C111 is aimed at remedying the effects of discrimination, and is not concerned with whether or not someone has a discriminatory intent. This includes “indirect” discrimination, which refers to apparently neutral situations which in fact result in unequal treatment of or has a disproportionately harsh impact on persons with certain characteristics, such as a particular sex, race or religious belief.\(^\text{153}\) The ILO has stated that any discrimination, either in law or in practice, falls within the scope of C111\(^\text{154}\).

The main obligation on States in C111 is to undertake a national policy designed to promote equality of opportunity and treatment in respect of employment and occupation, with a view to eliminating any discrimination.\(^\text{155}\) States are required to seek the cooperation of employers’ and workers’ organizations in this regard, to enact legislation to promote such policies, and to repeal any statutory provisions inconsistent with the policy\(^\text{156}\). C111 notes that “special measures of protection” provided for in other Conventions or Recommendations of the ILO shall not be deemed to be discrimination\(^\text{157}\). This is an important stipulation in advancing the equality of groups recognized by the ILO to be particularly vulnerable to discrimination, because it allows special measures to be taken with respect to these groups, and this will not violate the principle of non-discrimination found in C111. For instance, Recommendation No. 111, which is the non-binding Recommendation accompanying and elaborating upon the obligations contained in C111, states that application of a State policy under C111 should not adversely affect special measures designed to meet the particular requirements of persons who are generally recognized to require special protection, for reasons such as sex, age, or social or cultural status\(^\text{158}\).

Note that unlike C87, which protects the right to organize “without distinction whatsoever”, C111 does not prohibit all distinctions, exclusions or preferences in employment and occupation.\(^\text{159}\) Specifically, C111 does not require States to repeal statutory provisions making a distinction between migrant workers and nationals. The ILO has specifically stated that the concept of “national extraction” does not refer to distinction that are made between citizens of
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different countries, but between the citizens of the same country on the basis of the person’s place of birth, ancestry or foreign origin\textsuperscript{160}.

However, R111 does address “immigrant workers of foreign nationality and the members of their families”, and directs States to have regard to the ILO convention on migration for employment of 1949, relating to the lifting of restrictions on access to employment\textsuperscript{161}. Other than this statement, C111 and its Recommendation do not directly prohibit discrimination against foreign workers in employment or occupation. In discussing the scope of C111, the ILO has emphasised this article of R111, and stated that the conventions on migrant workers require equality of treatment and should benefit from a national policy designed to promote equality of opportunity\textsuperscript{162}. The conventions designed specifically to address the rights of migrant workers will be discussed below.

\textbf{3.3.2 UN Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination}

The \textit{International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination}\textsuperscript{163} has been ratified by Canada. A broad definition is given to the term “racial discrimination”, which means “any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference based on race, colour, descent, or national or ethnic origin which has the purpose or effect of nullifying or impairing the recognition, enjoyment or exercise, on an equal footing of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social cultural or any other field of public life”. Again, “special measures” whose purpose is to advance the equality of certain racial or ethnic groups “requiring such protection” shall not be seen as racial discrimination\textsuperscript{164}. However, such measures must be temporary until such time as the equality is attained, and these special measures must not have as a consequence the maintenance of separate rights for different racial groups, after this equality is achieved\textsuperscript{165}.

Again, the prohibition on discrimination is qualified to exclude distinctions made between citizens and non-citizens. Art. 1(3) states that “Nothing in this Convention may be interpreted as affecting in any way the legal provisions of States Parties concerning nationality, citizenship or naturalization, provided that such provisions do not discriminate against any particular nationality”. The CERD Committee has clarified that States must still avoid undermining the
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basic prohibition of discrimination\textsuperscript{166}. While States may confine certain rights, such as the right to vote, to citizens, the CERD Committee has stated that “human rights are, in principle, to be enjoyed by all persons. States parties are under an obligation to guarantee equality between citizens and non-citizens in the enjoyment of these rights to the extent recognized under international law”\textsuperscript{167}. The CERD Committee stated that where differential treatment based on citizenship or immigration status exists, it will constitute discrimination under CERD if the differential treatment is not applied to pursue a legitimate aim, or if the treatment is not proportional to the achievement of the aim\textsuperscript{168}. This statement is particularly relevant for migrant workers, because if the differential treatment accorded to them is too extreme, such treatment may be prohibited by CERD. Further, the CERD Committee has recommended that States ensure that immigration policies do not have the effect of discriminating against persons on the basis of race, colour, descent, or national or ethnic origin\textsuperscript{169}.

The CERD Committee has also pronounced on the work-related rights of non-citizens. The CERD Committee has recommended that States Parties take measures to eliminate discrimination against non-citizens in relation to working conditions\textsuperscript{170}. The CERD Committee has recognized the particular difficulties of non-citizen domestic workers, and has recommended that States Parties take measures to prevent serious problems commonly faced by these workers, including debt bondage, passport retention, illegal confinement, rape and physical assault\textsuperscript{171}. Further, while it is recognized that States Parties can refuse jobs to non-citizens who do not have a work permit, States Parties are recommended to recognize that “all individuals are entitled to the enjoyment of labour and employment rights, including the freedom of assembly and association, once an employment relationship has been initiated”\textsuperscript{172}.

As seen in the ICCPR and ICESCR, the preamble to CERD states that “all human beings are equal before the law and are entitled to equal protection of the law against any discrimination”. Art. 6 of CERD requires that States Parties assure everyone within their jurisdiction effective protection and remedies, through State institutions, against any acts of racial discrimination, including the right to seek “adequate reparation or satisfaction” for damage suffered as a result of the racial discrimination. Art. 7 requires further measures, such as teaching and education to combat prejudices would lead to racial discrimination.
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CERD specifies that States should eliminate racial discrimination and guarantee the right of everyone, without distinction as to race, a number of rights, including: the right to equal treatment before tribunals administering justice; the right to freedom of association; the rights to work, to free choice of employment to just and favourable conditions of work; and the right to form and join trade unions, among others173.

Similar to C111, CERD places obligations on States Parties to ensure legislation and policy does not “have the effect of creating or perpetuating racial discrimination wherever it exists”174. This may place further obligations on States than C111, which requires States to repeal statutory provisions that are not consistent with a policy of equality of opportunity and treatment. The obligations contained in CERD appear to require States to look further at the effects of legislation and policy, not just to ensure that legislation is not inconsistent with equality of opportunity and treatment, but also that legislation does nothing to perpetuate any form of racial discrimination, wherever it exists.

States Parties to CERD are also required to bring an end to racial discrimination caused by private persons175. States Parties are also “encouraged” to support “multiracial organizations” and eliminate barriers between races, and to discourage anything which tends to strengthen racial division176.

3.3.3 UN Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women

The protections provided for in the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women177 are also relevant to this discussion on the extent of the rights of migrant workers under international law. Art. 2(e) of CEDAW requires that States Parties “take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against women by any person, organization or enterprise”. CEDAW also contains provisions concerning the elimination of discrimination against women in employment to ensure that men and women enjoy, on a basis of equality, the rights of choice of employment opportunities, remuneration, social security, and working conditions.

The CEDAW Committee has issued a General Recommendation which specifically addresses the elimination of discrimination against women migrant workers. The CEDAW Committee recognizes that gendered notions of work mean that job opportunities for women “reflect familial and service functions
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ascribed to women"\textsuperscript{178}. For instance, as discussed, women predominate in the domestic work and sex industries. The CEDAW Committee has stated that in countries of destination, these female-dominated jobs are often excluded from legal definition of work, thereby depriving women of a variety of legal protections\textsuperscript{179}. The CEDAW Committee states that countries of destination have a responsibility to provide legal protection for the rights of women migrant workers, including ensuring that constitutional and civil law and labour codes apply to women migrant workers and provide them with the same rights and protections as all workers in the country\textsuperscript{180}. This includes the right to organize and freely associate, which should be extended to occupations dominated by migrant women that have been traditionally excluded from labour and employment protection laws.

The CEDAW Committee also states that the laws should include mechanisms for monitoring workplace conditions of migrant women, especially in the kinds of jobs where they dominate\textsuperscript{181}. As well, States must ensure that women migrant workers have the ability to access remedies, and this might require the provision of free legal aid and temporary shelters. These steps are all part of fulfilling the rights contained in Arts. 2 and 11 of CEDAW\textsuperscript{182}.

### 3.4 Migrant Workers

#### 3.4.1 ILO Migration for Employment Convention, C97

There are three international conventions in force that specifically address the rights of migrant workers, none of which have been ratified by Canada. The two ILO conventions have as their aim the protection of workers from discrimination and exploitation while working in countries other than their own, which is one of the main purposes of the ILO as stated in the Constitution\textsuperscript{183}.

The ILO conventions that specifically address the rights of migrant workers are Convention concerning Migration for Employment, Revised 1949 (No. 97)\textsuperscript{184}, and Convention No. 143 concerning migrations in abusive conditions and the promotion of equality of opportunity and treatment of migrant workers\textsuperscript{185}. C97 was principally concerned with facilitating the flow of labour across borders and taking steps against misleading propaganda relating to immigration. The
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focus in this Convention is on migrants who are lawfully within the territory of the Member State. The main obligations of Member States under C97 include maintaining adequate and free services to assist migrants for employment, and to provide them with accurate information\[^{186}\]. Other obligations include taking steps against “misleading propaganda”\[^{187}\]; facilitating the departure, journey and reception of migrants for employment\[^{188}\]; maintain appropriate medical services for migrant workers\[^{189}\]. Art. 6 contains the principle of non-discrimination and requires each Member State to apply “without discrimination in respect of nationality, race, religion or sex, to immigrants lawfully within its territory, treatment no less favourable than that which it applies to its own nationals” in respect of a number of matters, including legal proceedings related to matters contained in C97. The matters set out include remuneration, membership of trade unions, accommodation, and social security.

### 3.4.2 ILO Migrant Workers (Supplementary Provisions) Convention, C143

C143 was adopted 26 years after the first ILO convention aimed specifically at migrant workers. With this Convention, there was greater concern with “the existence of illicit and clandestine trafficking in labour” and for “further standards aimed at eliminating these abuses”\[^{190}\]. This Convention recognized that the term “discrimination” in C111 did not prohibit distinctions on the basis of nationality. Another aim of this Convention was to widen the scope of equality between migrant workers in a regular situation and nationals. Part I of C143 therefore addresses “migrations in abusive conditions”, and Part II elaborates on the “equality of opportunity and treatment of migrant workers”.

Part I, dealing with migrations in abusive conditions, applies to all migrant workers, whether lawfully resident in the Member State or not, unlike C97. As will be seen in other instruments, a target here is those who traffic migrants and organize “illicit or clandestine movements of migrants’ and those who employ workers who have immigrated in illegal conditions\[^{191}\]. Art. 4 encourages cooperation between States, and representative organizations of employer and workers, to combat the illicit movement of migrants.

Importantly to the situation of migrant workers in Canada, Art. 8 of C143 places an obligation on States not to regard a migrant worker who has resided legally in the country for employment as illegal or irregular if she loses her job. This Article also prohibits the State from withdrawing the migrant worker’s residence or work permit. Art. 8(2) clarifies that this means that such a migrant
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worker “shall enjoy equality of treatment with nationals in respect in particular of guarantees of security of employment, the provision of alternative employment, relief work and retraining”. Art. 9(3) specifies that where a migrant worker or his family is expelled from the State, the cost of the expulsion shall not be borne by them.

In Part II of C143, Art. 10 requires each Member State to pursue a national policy designed to promote and guarantee equality of opportunity and treatment in respect of employment and occupation for lawfully resident migrant workers. Art. 11 specifies that this does not include self-employed migrant workers, and other categories of workers including frontier workers, “artistes” and members of the liberal professions who have entered the country on a short-term basis (e.g. touring musicians); seamen, students; and employees of undertakings who are admitted temporarily “for a limited a defined period of time, and who are required to leave that country on the completion of their duties or assignments”. Note that this does not mean that seasonal migrant workers are excluded from the scope of C143192.

Art. 12 requires that Members shall formulate a social policy that takes account of “such special needs” migrant workers may have until they are adapted to the society of the country of employment. States are also obligated to take measures including education and other activities aimed at acquainting migrant workers with their rights and obligations, and to give effective assistance to migrant workers in the exercise of their rights and for their protection193. Art. 12(g) requires States to guarantee equality of treatment with respect to working conditions, to all migrant workers, “whatever might be the particular conditions of their employment”. Art. 12 recognizes the challenges that migrant workers face, which are not experienced by nationals, and places an obligation on destination countries to take extra steps to protect the rights of migrant workers.

Art. 14 addresses the extent of the “free choice of employment” of migrant workers. Under Art. 14(a), Member States may place conditions on the free choice of employment of migrant workers for a period of up to two years, or the term of the worker’s first contract, whichever is less. So for the first two years of employment, or the first contract, Member States may limit a migrant worker’s choice of employment. This provision is troubling because the equality of opportunity for new migrant workers in the State is not protected. These new migrants will not have the same opportunities as nationals and migrants who have worked in the Member State for some time. This is problematic because employers may choose to hire and exploit “new” migrants and those who have never worked in the Member State before instead of renewing the contracts of more established migrants, because the choices of these new migrants will much more limited. Art. 14(b) and (c) place further
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limitations on the equality of opportunity and treatment of migrant workers. Art. 14(b) allows States to make regulations concerning the occupational qualifications acquired outside its territory, and Art. 14(c) allows States to restrict access to limited categories of employment or functions “where this is necessary in the interests of the State”.

3.4.3 UN Convention on Migrant Workers

The UN International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families, addresses the rights of both documented and undocumented migrant workers and is therefore broader than the ILO Conventions on migrant workers. This Convention contains the broadest definition of migrant worker, and applies to self-employed migrant workers, families of migrant workers, and irregular status migrant workers. “Seasonal workers” are entitled to the rights provided for in the CMW, to the extent that the rights are compatible with their status as seasonal workers, taking into account that they are present in the State for only part of the year.

Unlike the two ILO conventions on migrant workers, the CMW applies to the whole migration process, starting before the migrant worker even leaves their country of origin. Members of migrant workers’ families are also brought under international standards with the CMW. The two ILO conventions meanwhile, apply once the migrant worker is in the country of employment. However, the CMW largely contains rights already existing in international law, and does not create new rights or expand the scope of equality of migrant workers with nationals. Further, Art. 79 clarifies that “Nothing in the present Convention shall affect the right of each State Party to establish the criteria governing admission of migrant workers…”.

The preamble to the CMW recognizes the “situation of vulnerability in which migrant workers and members of their families frequently find themselves”. Here, the need to suppress clandestine movements of migrants is recognized while at the same time States must assure the protection of the fundamental human rights of irregular migrants. It is expressly recognized in the CMW that employers might be induced to seek the labour of irregular migrants to “reap the benefits of unfair competition”, as irregular migrants are frequently employed under less favourable conditions of work than other workers, due to their irregular status and lack of other options. The CMW states that if the rights of all migrant workers are more widely recognized, then there will be less incentive for employers to resort to the employment of migrant workers in an irregular situation.
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Art. 1 stipulates that the CMW applies to all migrant workers and members of their families without distinction of any kind, including “race”, “colour, “national, ethnic or social origin” and importantly, “nationality”, and “other status” (among other grounds).

Part III of the CMW applies to “all” migrant workers and members of their families. This Part largely contains a list of rights already existing in other international human rights instruments. Similar to Part II of C143, Art. 25 of the CMW provides that migrant workers shall enjoy treatment not less favourable than that which applies to nationals in respect of remuneration and other terms and conditions of work, such as overtime, hours of work, holiday pay, health and safety, and termination of employment. Art. 26 recognizes the right of migrant workers to “join freely any trade union”.

Of note for the purposes of this thesis is Art. 16, which sets out the legal protections that must be provided to migrant workers. Art. 16 provides that “Migrant workers and members of their families shall be entitled to effective protection by the State against violence, physical injury, threats and intimidation, whether by public officials or by private individuals, groups or institutions”. Not only must the State protect migrant workers against injuries from State officials such as border guards or immigration officials, but States must also ensure that migrant workers are provided with effective protection against certain wrongs committed by employers, private employment agencies, and others such as landlords. This article, taken together with the recognition in the preamble of the “vulnerability” of migrant workers, could require States to take special and extra steps to ensure that the legal rights of migrant workers are effectively protected.

Art. 20 provides that no migrant worker shall be deprived of his or her authorization of residence or work permit or expelled merely because of a failure to fulfil an obligation arising out of a work contract. A similar provision is found in Art. 8 of C143. However, the right contained in the CMW is qualified by the words “unless fulfilment of that obligation constitutes a condition for such authorization or permit”. Therefore, if the work permit stipulates that certain obligations must be performed or the work permit will be revoked, then the right of the migrant worker will not be breached under the CMW. Meanwhile, such a stipulation in a work permit would not comply with a State’s obligation under C143.

Art. 21 states that it is unlawful for anyone, other than a public official authorized by law, to confiscate, destroy, or attempt to destroy identity documents or residence or work permits. Art. 22 provides that where migrant workers are expelled from a territory in accordance with the law, the decision to expel must be communicated to them in a language they understand, and in writing if requested by the migrant worker.
Part IV of the CMW applies only to migrant workers and their families who are “documented or in a regular situation”. Art. 37 gives migrant workers the right to be fully informed of the conditions applicable to their admission and their stay, and of the remunerated activities that they may engage in. Art. 39 provides for the right of “liberty of movement” and “freedom to choose their residence” in the State of employment.

The special needs of migrant workers are recognized in Part IV of the CMW. Art. 42 requires States to at least consider establishing procedures or institutions through which the special needs, aspirations and obligations of migrant workers will be accounted for, and the possibility of having migrant workers to have their chosen representatives in those institutions. Art. 43 provides that migrant workers shall enjoy equality of treatment with nationals in the areas of access to education, vocational guidance and training, housing, and social and health services.

The limits of the rights of migrant workers is seen in Art. 52. As in C143, this article allows States to restrict access to limited categories of employment, where necessary in the interests of the State, and to restrict the free choice of remunerated activity “in accordance with its legislation concerning recognition of occupational qualifications”. Again similar to C143, the free choice of remunerated activity may be subject to the condition that the migrant worker has first resided lawfully in the territory of the State for the purpose of remunerated activity for a period not exceeding two years.\footnote{Ibid, Art. 52(3).}

\subsection{3.5 Domestic Workers}

\subsubsection{3.5.1 ILO Domestic Workers Convention, C189}

The ILO’s \textit{Convention No. 189 concerning Decent Work for Domestic Workers}\footnote{ILC, Geneva, 100th Sess., 2011 [“C189”].} is also very important to the topic of the rights of migrant workers, as most domestic work is performed by women and girls, many of whom are migrants. This Convention was adopted by the ILO in 2011, and came into force in August 2012 with the ratification by Uruguay and the Philippines.\footnote{International Trade Union Confederation, “Domestic Workers Convention comes into force after ratification by the Philippines”. Online: \url{http://www.ituc-csi.org/domestic-workers-convention-comes.html} (Date of Access: August 6, 2012).} C189 recognizes that “domestic work continues to be undervalued and invisible” and many domestic workers are “migrants or members of disadvantaged communities and who are particularly vulnerable to discrimination in respect of conditions of employment and of work, and to other abuses of human rights…”\footnote{C189, preamble.} As a result, C189 places an obligation on
ratifying States to develop measures for labour inspection and enforcement that takes “due regard for the special characteristics of domestic work”\(^{202}\). Given the special nature of domestic work, there is an emphasis in C189 on providing effective protection against all forms of abuse, harassment and violence\(^{203}\). C189 requires States ensure effective and accessible complaint mechanisms are in place\(^{204}\). The non-binding ILO Recommendation 201 concerning Decent Work for Domestic Workers\(^{205}\) elaborates further and suggests that Member States should consider mechanisms to protect domestic workers from abuse, harassment and violence, such as establishing a hotline with interpretation services, developing emergency housing, and providing public outreach to inform domestic workers in languages they understand of their rights\(^{206}\).

3.6 Labour Inspection including Health and Safety

3.6.1 ILO Labour Inspection Convention in industry and commerce

Constitution, C81

The ILO has stated that effective labour administration and inspection systems are essential in making decent work a reality in the workplace, and that labour inspection is at the core of effective labour law\(^ {207}\). The 2011 Resolution of the ILC recalls that labour administration and inspection have been ILO priorities since the founding of the ILO\(^ {208}\). The first ILO convention on labour inspection, Convention No. 81 concerning labour inspection in industry and commerce\(^ {209}\), requires that ratifying States maintain a system of labour inspection in industrial workplaces and in commerce. While a majority of ILO Member States have ratified C81, Canada has not done so.

C81 does not require a particular model of labour inspection, or set out the substantive issues on which labour inspection must occur (e.g. hours of work, wages, etc.) but does require a system of labour inspection to apply to “all workplaces in respect of which legal provisions relating to conditions of work and the protection of workers while engaged in their work are enforceable by labour inspectors”\(^ {210}\). In the areas in which the State has enacted labour laws, C81 requires a corresponding system of labour inspection to enforce those laws. C81 suggests that the legal provisions to be enforced through a system of labour

\(^{202}\) Ibid, Art. 17(2).

\(^{203}\) Ibid, Art. 5.

\(^{204}\) Ibid, Art. 17(1).

\(^{205}\) ILC, Geneva, 100\(^{th}\) Sess., 2011 [“R201”].

\(^{206}\) Ibid, Art. 21.

\(^ {207}\) ILO, “Conclusions on labour administration and labour inspection” in Report of the Committee on Labour Administration (ILC, Geneva, 100\(^{th}\) Sess., 2011), paras. 2 and 12.

\(^ {208}\) Ibid, Art. 21.

\(^ {209}\) ILO, “Resolution concerning labour administration and labour inspection” in Report of the Committee on Labour Administration (ILC, Geneva, 100\(^{th}\) Sess., 2011), preamble.

\(^ {210}\) ILC, 30\(^{th}\) Sess., Geneva, 1947 [“C81”].
inspection should include hours, wages, safety, health and welfare, the employment of children and young persons, and other connected matters. Another function of labour inspectors is to supply information and advice to employers and workers on how to comply with the legal provisions.

Inspection staff must be public officials, and independent of any changes in government. The State must also provide a sufficient number of labour inspectors to secure the effective discharges of their duties. Labour inspectors must have the power to enter freely any workplace without notice; to carry examinations of the employer or staff; to require production of documents and the taking of samples from the workplace; and be empowered to remedy defects in the workplace. The inspection authority is required to publish annual reports, including information on the laws and regulations in place, statistics on the number of inspections conducted and number of violations and penalties imposed.

3.6.2 ILO Labour Inspection (Agriculture) Convention, C129

C81 on labour inspection did not apply to all sectors, and subsequently, the ILO adopted Convention No. 129 Labour Inspection (Agriculture) Convention. This Convention simply extended the requirement of a system of labour inspection to agriculture, which had previously been excluded. The substantive provisions of C129 are similar to C81, and states that the functions of the system of labour inspection in agriculture shall be to secure the enforcement of legal provisions relating to conditions of work, and to provide information to employers and workers on how to comply with the law. C129 has not been ratified by Canada, but the principle that the agricultural industry should be subject to labour inspection is important for migrant workers in Canada as many TFWs work in agriculture, and there is even a specific program for foreign agricultural workers, the SAWP, described earlier.

3.6.3 ILO Occupational Health and Safety Convention C155

The preamble of the ILO Constitution recognizes the importance of “the protection of the worker against sickness, disease and injury”. ILO Convention No. 155 concerning Occupational Health and Safety and the Working Environment has not been ratified by Canada. C155 applies to “all branches
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of economic activity”, but States may exclude “limited categories of workers in respect of which there are particular difficulties”\textsuperscript{220}. The main obligation in C155 is that ratifying States are to implement a coherent national policy on occupation safety, occupational health, and the working environment\textsuperscript{221}. The aim of the national policy shall be to prevent accidents and injury to health linked to or occurring in the course of work\textsuperscript{222}. This Convention recognizes that perhaps not all injuries and accidents can be avoided, and so the obligation on States is to minimize hazards inherent in the working environment\textsuperscript{223}. The policy should include protections for workers against disciplinary actions when they comply with the national policy\textsuperscript{224}. Where workers hold a reasonable belief that the work situation poses an imminent danger to their life or health, they should have protection to remove themselves from the situation without undue consequences\textsuperscript{225}. C155 requires that the enforcement of laws in relation to occupational health and safety be secured by an adequate system of labour inspection, including provisions for penalties for violations\textsuperscript{226}.

C155 sets out expectations of employers as well. Employers should ensure that workplaces, equipment, and substances under their control and more are safe and without risk to health\textsuperscript{227}. Employers are also required to provide, where necessary, adequate protective clothing and equipment to prevent risk of accidents or adverse effects on health\textsuperscript{228}.

### 3.6.4 ILO Convention concerning the promotional framework for occupational health and safety, C187

The 2006 Convention No. 187 concerning the promotional framework for occupational safety and health\textsuperscript{229} also deserves mention, as Canada recently ratified this convention, in June 2011. C187 notes the previous conventions, and stresses “the importance of the continuous promotion of a national preventive safety and health culture”. This Convention provides for a right of workers to a safe and healthy working environment, where government, employers and workers participate in securing a safety and healthy working environment\textsuperscript{230}. C187 does not exclude any particular kind of worker or occupation. The central obligation on States is to “promote the continuous improvement of occupational safety and health to prevent occupational injuries,
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diseases and deaths” by the development of a national policy, system and programme\(^{231}\). The policy should include provisions for ensuring compliance, including systems of inspection\(^{232}\).

### 3.6.5 ILO Private Employment Agencies Convention, C181

ILO Convention No. 181 concerning Private Employment Agencies\(^{233}\) is particularly relevant to migrant workers because many are recruited to work in Canada through private employment or recruitment agencies. Although note, again, that Canada has not ratified this convention. An identified problem exists in Canada that migrant workers sometimes pay thousands of dollars for a promised job that either does not exist, or is different from the job promised, upon arrival\(^{234}\). C181 recognizes the need to prevent workers from abuses by private employment agencies\(^{235}\), and to ensure workers are not denied the right to freedom of association and the right to bargain collectively by these agencies\(^{236}\). Member States should also ensure that private employment agencies treat workers without discrimination\(^{237}\). Importantly to the situation of migrant workers in Canada, C181 prohibits private employment agencies from charging, “directly or indirectly, in whole or in part”, any fees or costs to workers\(^{238}\). However, after consultation with workers’ and employers’ organizations, States may exempt some private employment agencies from the prohibition against charging fees to workers\(^{239}\). C181 also requires Members to determine a system of licensing or certification of private employment agencies, unless otherwise regulated by law\(^{240}\).

C181 specifically addresses the situation of migrant workers. Art. 8 requires Members to adopt measures both within its jurisdiction and in collaboration with other Members, to provide adequate protection for migrant workers against abuses by private employment agencies. This should include laws providing for penalties where private employment agencies engage in fraudulent practices and abuses. Member States are encouraged to conclude bilateral agreements with other Member States from which migrant workers are recruited, to prevent abuses and fraudulent practices in the recruitment, placement and employment\(^{241}\).
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4. Rights of Temporary Foreign Workers in Canada

4.1 Introduction

This chapter will review the extent to which TFWs in Canada are included in and can effectively access work-related legal protections. I will set out the labour, employment, anti-discrimination, and health and safety legislation that applies to migrant workers and the extent to which these workers are excluded from these protections. I will discuss the caselaw involving claims of TFWs to illustrate the extent to which migrant workers have been able to effectively access legal protections available in Canada with respect to their employment. The cases that will be discussed illuminate some of the barriers faced by TFWs in asserting their rights in the workplace. The temporary immigration status of TFWs often prevents these workers from effectively accessing legal remedies in their employment-related claims as compared to nationals of Canada, even when formal protective legislation is applicable.

4.2 Freedom of Association and the Right Organize

TFWs in Canada are not expressly excluded from rights relating to freedom of association as migrant workers. The associational rights in Canadian labour legislation, which formally apply to TFWs include: the right to join and form a union; protection against employer interference with the formation or administration of a union; protection from anti-union discrimination such as being fired for being a member of a trade union; and the right to collective bargaining.

However, in several jurisdictions in Canada, certain categories of workers are excluded from statutory protections of freedom of association. The two sectors that are mostly commonly excluded from labour law protections are domestic work and agricultural work. These are also among the most common industries for TFWs to work in in Canada.

In Ontario, the Labour Relations Act, 1995\(^{242}\) does not apply to “a domestic employed in a private home” or “to an employee within the meaning of the Agricultural Employees Protection Act, 2002”. While agricultural employees are covered by separate legislation (although with less extensive protections than for workers covered by the OLRA), there is no separate legislation protecting the labour rights of domestic workers. Therefore, domestic workers in Ontario do not enjoy freedom of association and related rights such as

\(^{242}\) S.O. 1995, c. 1. Sched. A [“OLRA”], s. 3.
forming a trade union and protection against employer interference with union membership.

The OLRA provides “Every person is free to join a trade union of the person’s own choice and to participate in its lawful activities.” The legislation provides for certification procedures for a trade union to represent a bargaining unit of employees, and protections against employer interference with the formation, selection or administration of a trade union. The OLRA protects employees against discrimination such as dismissal from employment, because the person was or is a member of a trade union, or exercised rights under the OLRA. As well, the OLRA provides for mechanisms for the negotiating of a collective agreement by employers and trade unions, including an obligation on employers and unions to meet to bargain “in good faith and make every reasonable effort to make a collective agreement.” The legislation contains remedies where one of the parties fails to do so.

The Agricultural Employees Protection Act, 2002 addresses the extent to which the labour rights of agricultural employees exist in Ontario. “Agriculture” under the AEPA includes farming “in all its branches” including dairy, livestock, harvesting eggs, maple products, mushrooms and tobacco, just to name a few agricultural operations. According to the AEPA, the purpose of having separate labour legislation for agricultural employees is to have regard to “the unique characteristics of agriculture, including, but not limited to, its seasonal nature, its sensitivity to time and climate, the perishability of agricultural products and the need to protect animal and plant life.” It has been recognized elsewhere the agricultural industry relies on cheap and vulnerable foreign workers, who are legally restricted to working in agriculture and for one employer. The AEPA does not recognize that agricultural employees as a group have been historically exploited workers who may be in need of additional, rather than less, protection than other workers. Rather, the vulnerability of agricultural workers is perpetuated by the AEPA, by providing lesser labour standards to agricultural workers than that enjoyed by other kinds of workers in Ontario.

Unlike the OLRA, the AEPA does not provide for the right to form a “trade union”, but instead the right to form or join an “employees’ association”. A “trade union” is defined in the OLRA as “an organization of employees formed
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for purposes that include the regulation of relations between employees and employers…"\textsuperscript{252}. Meanwhile, an “employees’ association” under the AEPA is defined as “an association of employees formed for the purpose of acting in concert”\textsuperscript{253}. The distinction between these terms is seen in the AEPA, which provides only for the right to “make representations to their employers, through an employees’ association, respecting the terms and conditions of their employment”\textsuperscript{254}. Under the AEPA, employers are not required to bargain in good faith or to make every reasonable effort to make a collective agreement with the employees’ association, unlike under the OLRA, where employers must do so with respect to trade unions. The AEPA contains no remedies where an employer fails to respond to the “representations” made by employees’ association to the employer. The employer is simply required to give the employees’ association a “reasonable opportunity to make representations”\textsuperscript{255}. The employer is only required to “listen to the representations if made orally, or read them if made in writing”\textsuperscript{256}, and provide a written acknowledgment that the employer has read the representations\textsuperscript{257}. There is no requirement for the employer to otherwise respond to these representations or negotiate with the employees’ association. The major distinction between the OLRA and the AEPA is the lack of mechanisms and protection for collective bargaining in the latter legislation.

The AEPA has been subject to court challenges in Canada on the basis that the legislation violates freedom of association under the Charter. In 2008, the Ontario Court of Appeal stated that the principle that freedom of association under the Charter “should be understood as protecting the right of employees to associate for the purpose of advancing workplace goals through a process of collective bargaining”\textsuperscript{258}. The Ontario Court of Appeal concluded that the AEPA infringed the right to freedom of association under the Charter. Soon after this decision was released, one of the agricultural employers involved in the case laid-off 50 temporary migrant workers and evicted them from the employer-provided housing\textsuperscript{259}. While no reason was given for the terminations of employment, even the Charter challenge could not protect these workers from the power their employer has over their status in Canada, as the workers were required to go back to their country of origin after they were fired\textsuperscript{260}.
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The government of Ontario appealed the decision of the Ontario Court of Appeal, and was successful at the Supreme Court of Canada ("SCC"). In *Ontario (Attorney General) v. Fraser*,
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the SCC held that freedom of association under the *Charter* protects the right to associate to achieve collective goals, and laws or state actions that substantially interfere with the ability to achieve workplace goals through collective actions have the effect of negating the right of free association and therefore constitute an infringement on the right of free association. While “good faith negotiation” was found to be a requirement of freedom of association, the SCC held that this did not require a particular model of labour relations. According to the SCC, the right to collective bargaining does not provide a right to a particular kind of collective bargaining. The SCC found that under the AEPA, farm workers in Ontario did have meaningful processes by which they can pursue workplace goals. The SCC read into the AEPA a requirement that the employer consider the employee representations in good faith, as it was found that the requirement that the employer listen to or read employee representations could have only one purpose – to assure that the employee will in fact consider the representations. The SCC therefore concluded that the AEPA did not breach freedom of association under the *Charter*.

The exclusion of farm workers from the same level of labour standards as other workers leaves farm workers in Ontario without access to effective trade union representation and collective bargaining. Without these protections, workers are often unable to assert successfully other employment-related rights. As the ILO has stated, the right to establish and join organizations of workers’ own choosing if part of freedom of association, and this right applies “without distinction”. With respect to Canada in particular, the CFA has found that the absence of machinery for the promotion of collective bargaining for agricultural workers is “an impediment to one of the principle objectives of the guarantee of freedom of association”
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. The SCC’s interpretation of freedom of association is not in accordance with the ILO’s view of freedom of association, which is that all workers must enjoy freedom of association without distinction. Ontario continues to fail to live up to the international standards on freedom of association, which requires States to ensure that all necessary and appropriate measures are in place to ensure that all workers may exercise freely the right to organize.

The importance of freedom of association and trade union representation in advancing the rights of TFWs is perhaps seen nowhere better than in a series of cases involving Presteve Foods Ltd. This operation is a fish processing plant in Ontario, and employs both Canadian and temporary foreign workers. CAW-Canada had long represented a bargaining unit of employees at this workplace, where TFWs were eventually hired. CAW-Canada and the employer had
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entered into a collective agreement providing, among other terms, wages and conditions of work. The employer, however, refused to recognize that the collective agreement applied to the TFWs. This was one of the issues in dispute in a labour arbitration decision *Presteve Foods*263. The union also alleged in that case that the employer had refused to provide the union with the names and other details concerning the foreign workers.

The arbitrator decided that the TFWs fell under the provisions of the collective agreement, and were employees entitled to seniority rights provided for under the collective agreement. The arbitrator also found that the employer had failed to provide a seniority list of all employees showing their names, addresses, and classifications. As well, the collective agreement required that records be made available to the union where there is a dispute about the accuracy of an employee’s pay cheque. The arbitrator ordered the employer to comply with these provisions of the collective agreement, and to compensate any worker who was paid less than he or she was due under the collective agreement, including compensation for any expenses incurred which should have been covered by the health and welfare plan.

This labour arbitration decision in *Presteve Foods* illustrates the importance of unionization for TFWs in accessing similar wage rates that Canadians enjoy, and avoiding the “race to the bottom” often associated with the hiring of TFWs. In this case, the TFWs were faced with an abusive and exploitative employer, who paid them less than they were legally entitled to (among other violations of rights that will be discussed later). Without trade union representation, the options for the migrant workers in attempting to assert and enforce their legal rights would have been much more limited. Domestic workers and farm workers in Ontario do not enjoy the full range of protections associated with trade union representation and access to effective collective bargaining. Due to this lack of labour law protections, when faced with a similarly exploitative employer, domestic workers and farm workers would not likely be able to assert their rights as effectively as the union was able to do for the TFWs employed by Presteve.

In the province of B.C., the *Labour Relations Code*264 does not exclude farm workers or domestic workers. In practice, effectively accessing collective bargaining has proven to be a challenge for agricultural and domestic workers. The nature of domestic work, involving isolation within private homes, and the live-in requirement of the LCP, makes domestic migrant workers under the LCP very difficult to organize. The immigration status of these workers under the LCP is a further isolating factor. With respect to agricultural workers, the seasonal nature of the agricultural industry, combined with the temporary nature of the TFWs’ work permit, has enabled employers to interfere with the
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associational rights of these workers. Here, I will set out a few cases from B.C. demonstrating the extent to which TFWs, who are formally included in labour legislation, have been able to successfully assert their legal rights with respect to freedom of association.

Employers have attempted and failed to have the B.C. Labour Relations Board (“BCLRB”) declare that the BCLRC does not apply to workers under SAWP, because the SAWP is a federal program, and the BCLRC is provincial legislation. The BCLRB held in Greenway Farms Ltd. and U.F.C.W., Loc. 1518265, that it is an express principle of the SAWP that foreign workers are to receive “treatment equal to that received by Canadian workers performing the same type of agricultural work, in accordance with Canadian laws”. Accordingly, the BCLRB found that employers of SAWP workers must anticipate that just as Canadian farm workers may choose to unionize under the BCLRC, so too can the SAWP workers choose to do so. The BCLRB rejected the employer’s argument that unionization would “wholly undermine and negate” the structure of the SAWP. The BCLRB found that the terms and conditions of the SAWP employment agreements are minimum standards that the employer and SAWP workers are free to alter through collective bargaining under the BCLRC.

In Sidhu & Sons Nursery Ltd. v. U.F.C.W., Loc. 1518, the union in that case faced a long struggle to represent a group of farm workers, who were working under the SAWP. The union had initially applied to represent these workers at Sidhu & Sons Nursery in 2008. Initially, the certification application was denied, as the BCLRB found that bargaining unit applied for was not appropriate for collective bargaining266. The United Food and Commercial Workers, Local 1518 (“UFCW 1518”) had applied to represent only workers participating in SAWP, and not the local Canadian employees who also worked for Sidhu & Sons. In its initial decision, the BCLRB decided that the local Canadian and SAWP workers “have as much in common as they do to distinguish them”267. However, on reconsideration by the BCLRB of this decision, a new panel found the distinctions between the SAWP and Canadian workers “are marked and real. Simply because they arise from differing terms and conditions of employment and employment status, rather than job duties, does not make them any less meaningful from a collective bargaining standpoint”268. The reconsideration panel concluded that these differences need to be acknowledged when determining the appropriateness for collective bargaining of the proposed unit made up of only SAWP workers. The reconsideration panel ordered the original panel to further consider the UFCW1518’s arguments.
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The original panel of the BCLRB eventually recognized the “exceptional vulnerability” of these workers and their need to access collective bargaining. After being remitted back the case, the original panel of the BCLRB recognized that these workers “are at a relative disadvantage and are vulnerable to the power of the Employer over not just their conditions of work but their living conditions while in Canada and even their ability to remain in Canada under the SAWP Agreement”\(^\text{269}\). The BCLRB found that the fact that if the union is certified the employer would be statutorily required to bargain and to make reasonable efforts to conclude a collective agreement, and that would be a significant step towards achieving the purpose of seeking dignity and respect for these workers\(^\text{270}\).

After the UFCW 1518 was finally certified to represent the SAWP workers of Sidhu & Sons Nursery, the employer denied the union access to its members. The workers in this case lived in housing provided by the employer, located on the employer’s premises. The workers lived in shared accommodation and did not have transportation to enable them to get to the union office. The employer’s view was that unauthorized persons were not permitted on the property. After the union had visited the premises to pick up some members to attend a barbeque, the employer wrote to the union stating that union representatives were not permitted on the property, and they would be treated as trespassers. The union made an application to the BCLRB requesting an order that the union be granted access to the workers without the prior authorization of the employer. The BCLRB agreed with the union and, taking account of the accommodation situation of the workers, ordered the employer to permit union representatives to have unsupervised and unrestricted access to staff housing for the purpose of contacting employees to conduct union business\(^\text{271}\). The BCLRB imposed the conditions that no more than two representatives of the union may approach the housing at the same time, and union representatives may only attend the housing between certain hours in the evening\(^\text{272}\).

In the case of Sidhu & Sons, it took over two years from the filing of the certification for the workers to finally achieve trade union representation. As seen, the BCLRB was reluctant at first to place much importance on the distinctions between domestic and foreign workers, and the special vulnerabilities of the foreign workers and why this means they may have different interests in collective bargaining. As work permits under the SAWP are valid for only up to eight months at a time, some of the workers who were working for the farm at the time of the application were never able to benefit from trade union representation, although many do return for multiple seasons.

\(^\text{270}\) Ibid, para. 76.
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When the union finally was certified, the employer tried to interfere with the union’s representation of the workers, and the requirement that SAWP workers live on the premises of the employer enable the employer to do so until the BCLRB intervened.

In another case from B.C., a union was initially successful in representing workers under the TFWP, but after persistent alleged interference by the employer, the union was eventually decertified. The Construction and Specialized Workers’ Union, Local 1611 (“CSWU”) was certified on June 30, 2006 to represent the workers of a Canadian-Italian venture, SELI Canada Inc., that was building an underground tunnel to be used for mass transit. The CSWU represented all employees who were engaged in tunnelling operations, and 40 out of 55 of these workers were foreign workers from Latin American countries. Following certification, the union quickly served notice to bargain, and although the union and employer initially agreed to meet to collectively bargain, the employer soon set preconditions to meeting. The union filed a complaint with the BCLRB alleging that the employer had failed to bargain in good faith. The BCLRB concluded that the employer cannot simply refuse to meet to bargain collectively, or set preconditions to the commencement of collective bargaining. The BCLRB found the employer violated the BCLRC, and directed the parties to meet to commence collective bargaining.

The CSWU made a number of other complaints against the employer relating to interference with collective bargaining, some of which were successful and some of which were not. Faced with multiple and persistent acts of alleged employer interference and BCLRC violations with respect to collective bargaining, the employees of SELI eventually applied to decertify the union. The CSWU was decertified on July 7, 2008. Despite no longer formally representing employees of SELI for the purposes of the BCLRC, the union continued to represent these workers in a claim of discrimination against the employer, which will be discussed in a later section.

The above cases show that even when TFWs are formally protected by the same labour law protections as local Canadian workers, their distinctive situation as compared to locally resident workers makes it difficult to organize the TFWs and ensure they have access to collective bargaining. Despite being represented by a union and entitled to the same collective agreement rights as Canadian workers, the TFWs of Presteve Foods have been confronted with an employer that has refused to recognize that the TFWs have the same rights and are entitled to the same treatment as the Canadian workers they work alongside. The Greenway Farms case, where the employer unsuccessfully argued that the BCLRC does not apply to SAWP workers, also reveals the intention of some
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employers to provide less desirable labour conditions to TFWs workers than to Canadian workers. It has been argued elsewhere that the SELI case demonstrates that even when unionized, it is difficult for a union to enforce the rights of TFWs. Further, it has been seen in the decisions involving Sidhu & Sons that the BCLRB was initially reluctant to recognize the relevance of these differences between local and SAWP workers, and the ways in which the different status of the SAWP workers means that they may have very different interests than local workers. The cases involving Sidhu & Sons shows how easy it is for employers to interfere with trade union representation of SAWP workers, in part because these workers must live on the employer’s property and are isolated and under the employer’s control. The above cases are in fact unusual in that the TFWs were unionized. Even though they have formal access to the collective bargaining regime, TFWs in B.C. are not often represented by unions, due in part to the challenges in organizing these workers because of their immigration status. While formal access to trade union representation and collective bargaining is essential for TFWs to enjoy the same rights and treatment as Canadian workers, formal inclusion of these workers in labour legislation may often not be enough. The precarious position their immigration status puts TFWs in should be accounted for in the law and decisions involving freedom of association of these workers.

4.3 Employment Standards, Terms and Conditions

The law of individual employment in Canada, that is, of non-unionized workers, is governed by the common law and statute. The employment relationship of non-unionized workers and their employers is generally regulated by an employment contract, either written or oral, and by minimum employment standards, as well other workplace legislation such as human rights and occupational health and safety legislation. When faced with a breach of the terms of their employment contract or statutory employment standards, the legal options for these workers are either to pursue a claim in court of breach of contract or wrongful dismissal, or to make a complaint under the relevant legislation. The temporary nature of their immigration status in Canada means that TFWs are often precluded from seeing through the resolution of their legal claims, as they may be required to leave Canada before their case is decided. The power that employers have over TFWs may also have a chilling effect on these workers pursuing remedies for breaches to employment standards. A further issue in the regulation of employment of TFWs is the role of recruitment agencies. Employment or recruitment agencies often charge migrant workers large sums in exchange for the promise of a job in Canada.

Importantly, with respect to TFWs and unlike Canadian workers, an additional factor in the regulation of their employment relationship is the terms of their
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work permit. As discussed earlier, the work permit sets out the specific employer and occupation in which the worker is permitted to work, and the duration of the permit. Thus, TFWs are bound to their particular job and employer in a way not experienced by Canadian workers, who are free under the law to leave their employment and find another job and employer in Canada.

While the TFWP places restrictions on migrant workers that Canadian nationals do not experience, the TFWP does not offer much in the way of corresponding additional protections to TFWs beyond that which is also available to Canadian workers. For example, CIC and HRSDC, while involved in the initial work permit process, are not engaged in the monitoring of the employment relationship between the employer and the worker to ensure that the employer is complying with its legal obligations. HRSDC issues LMOs in which the employer must state the wage rate and conditions of work that will be offered. HRSDC also requires that an employment contract between the employer and worker be signed. However, once HRSDC has approved the LMO, there is very little follow up by HRSDC to ensure the employer is in compliance with the LMO and employment contract. When employers do not comply with the wages, working conditions or occupation as set out in the LMO, TFWs can make complaints to HRSDC and employers will be “blacklisted” and prohibited from hiring TFWs for a period of two years. The names of these employers are to be posted on the HRSDC website, however, at the time of writing in May 2012, there were no employers on this list. As well, this sanction does nothing to remedy the situation of the worker who reported the employer and whose rights were violated. CIC is responsible for issuing work permits, but is not engaged in regulating the employment relationship. The Canadian Labour Congress has stated that TFWs tend to “fall through the cracks between the federal government, which runs the program, and the provinces, which enforce labour law.” While the legal employment options of TFWs are restricted as compared to nationals, the TFWP does not offer corresponding extra protection for the TFWs.

TFWs who are not unionized are therefore left with legislated minimum employment standards and the common law governing contracts. TFWs as such are not a category of workers who are excluded from this legislation. However,
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these statutory standards do not apply to all workers equally. In some jurisdictions, lesser employment standards apply to domestic workers and agricultural workers. In Ontario, again farm workers and domestic workers do not enjoy the full rights of other workers. Under the Ontario Employment Standards Act\(^\text{283}\) and its regulations, there are some separate standards for farm workers. For example, the Regulations allow employers to pay farm workers on a piece-work basis\(^\text{284}\), while other workers must be paid a minimum hourly wage. As well, farm workers are expressly excluded from other protections including hours of work and overtime pay. The OESA contains special provisions for “domestic workers” and “residential care workers”. Workers under the LCP may fall under either of these categories, as these workers provide child care, senior home support care, or care of the disabled in private homes. Employers must provide domestic workers with a written employment contract setting out the regular hours of work and hourly pay\(^\text{285}\). Meanwhile, residential care workers are excluded from the hours of work and overtime pay provisions of the OESA\(^\text{286}\).

Ontario has recently enacted legislation providing special protection for “foreign nationals” working in the province. The Employment Protection for Foreign Nationals Act (Live-in Caregivers and Others), 2009\(^\text{287}\). This legislation applies to foreign nationals employed in Ontario, or looking for employment in Ontario. The EPFNA applies primarily to foreign nationals working or looking for work as a live-in caregiver “or in such other position or sector as may be prescribed”\(^\text{288}\). At the time of writing, there have been no regulations enacted prescribing other categories of workers that the EPFNA is to apply to, thus at this point the legislation only applies to foreign nationals who are employed or attempting to find employment as live-in caregivers. The main protection for live-in caregivers is that an employer cannot attempt to recover certain costs from the worker, such as costs incurred by the employer in the course of arranging the employment\(^\text{289}\). As well, no recruiter may charge the foreign national a fee for any “service, good or benefit” in connection with the employment of the foreign national\(^\text{290}\). Employers and recruiters are also prohibiting from retaining the property of the foreign national, including the foreign national’s passport or work permit\(^\text{291}\). The EPFNA also provides for a complaint process\(^\text{292}\) and provides live-in caregivers with protection against
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employer reprisals for making a complaint under the legislation. This legislation came into force on March 22, 2010, and in 2012 the Committee of Experts noted that under this legislation, the Ontario Ministry of Labour conducted 42 inspections, closed 13 claims, and that 67 claims were filed by live-in caregivers.

In B.C., the Employment Standards Act does not completely exclude farm workers, but it does contain different standards for farm workers than other workers. Unlike other employees, farm workers are paid on a piece-work basis, for instance per apple bin picked. As well, the parts of the BCESA addressing hours of work, overtime, statutory holidays, and payday requirement do not apply to farm workers. There are also different standards for “live-in home support workers” and “residential care workers”. The hours of work and overtime provisions do not apply to live-in home support workers and residential care workers.

While TFWs are not specifically mentioned in the BCESA, there are special protections for “domestic” workers. The BCESA requires that an employer provide a domestic worker with a written employment contract, clearly stating the conditions of employment, including the duties the domestic worker is to perform; the hours of work; wages; and charges for room and board. Employers who employ workers in private residences must register certain information about the employment, including the employer’s and the employee’s name, address and phone number. The BCESA Regulations also states that the maximum amount an employer must charge a domestic worker for room and board is $325 per month.

The BCESA also contains protections against illegal fees charged to migrant workers by employment or recruitment agencies. No person permitted to charge a payment from a person seeking employment for employing, obtaining employment, or providing information about employers. As well, employment agencies are not permitted to make a payment to a person for obtaining employment for someone else. However, recruitment or employment agencies or other persons are permitted to charge or take payments.
for placing advertisements. The BCESA also requires employment agencies to be registered, and to keep a record of the name and address of each employer and of each person the agency directs to an employer.

There have been a handful of employment standards cases involving claims by TFWs, particularly involving allegations against recruitment agencies. For instance, in Prince George Nannies and Caregivers Ltd., 14 workers in the LCP complained that the agency had breached the BCESA by charging fees to a person seeking employment. The B.C. Employment Standards Tribunal (“BCEST”) held that under the guise of charging a fee for “advertising” the agency was actually charging a fee to a person seeking employment, contrary to the BCESA. The BCEST found that there was no evidence that any caregiver had been provided with the services the agency claimed to provide, such as image consulting or resume preparation. In Terrens Nannies, an agency was also found to be in breach of the BCESA for charging fees relating to finding a person employment, however, the agency was permitted to charge fees related to immigration services.

There have only been a few employment standards decisions involving claims by TFWs against their employers. In a few instances, employers have been found to violate the BCESA with respect to the payment of wages, vacation pay, and deducting the cost of air fare from the TFW’s wages. In another decision, there was an agreement between an employer and a domestic worker that the domestic worker would be paid $500 per month plus room and board. This however, did not comply with the minimum standards set out by the BCESA. The BCEST found that it did not need to decide if such an agreement even truly existed, because it would have no force or effect. The BCEST stated, “An employee simply may not enter into an agreement which provides for less than the minimum standards of the Act.”

A case demonstrating the problems for TFWs with relying on an individual, complaint driven-system such as the employment standards systems in Canada, involves a restaurant chain operating in B.C. called Denny’s. Mr. Alfredo Sales, a TFW employed by Denny’s, had advised the employer that he had been charged fees by the recruitment agency, had to pay for his airfare, and was owed overtime by the employer. Mr. Sales also informed the employer that he had been to the Employment Standards Branch about his concerns. About a month after this conversation, the employer terminated Mr. Sales’ employment.
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The Director of Employment Standards found that the evidence supported the conclusion that the decision to terminate Mr. Sales’ employment was motivated in part by the fact that Mr. Sales had raised issues about the fees, airfare, and overtime and that he had been in contact with the Employment Standards Branch about these issues. The Director found the employer breached the BC ESA and ordered the employer to pay Mr. Sales lost wages and interest. In the end despite this successful employment standards claim, Mr. Sales had to leave Canada, as his work permit did not allow him to work for any employer other than Denny’s.

In another employment standards decision concerning Denny’s, a group of employees, including temporary foreign workers and local workers, brought a claim for overtime wages. Under the BCESA, overtime wages are payable to employees who work over eight hours per day or 40 hours per week. The employer was ordered to pay the overtime owed to the employees, and administrative penalties were imposed for each time the BCESA had been contravened.

Overall, there are numerous hurdles for TFWs accessing the employment standards systems in Canada. One problem is that in Ontario and B.C., it is an individual complaint-driven system. Individual employees must first make a complaint when their rights are violated in order to have the matter investigated. Employment Standards officers do not investigate employers or conduct inspections on their own initiative. This individual complaint system can be a hurdle for other TFWs in accessing justice. These difficulties with accessing this system include: inexperience with the Canadian legal system; language barriers; misleading employer-provided information; self-censorship to protect their jobs and threats of deportation.

In addition to employment standards, there have been a limited number of cases in which TFWs have taken their employment-related claims to the courts. The barriers to the court system for TFWs are obvious, and include the high cost of litigation, absence of legal aid, lack of knowledge of the legal system, and language barriers. A notable case however involves a class action lawsuit, in which a representative plaintiff acts on behalf of a class of litigants with common issues. This type of proceeding may be more accessible for TFWs than an individual case. Instead of each individual bringing separate claims, one plaintiff can represent a whole class of plaintiffs. In the recent decision
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Dominguez v. Northland Properties Corporation\textsuperscript{316}, the B.C. Supreme Court ("BCSC") certified a group of TFWs as a class in their claim against their restaurant employer, Denny’s, the same restaurant discussed earlier. The majority of the class members are from the Philippines, and applied for jobs with the employer through an employment agency. Employment contracts were entered into concerning wages, hours of work, overtime and other working conditions. The employment contracts stated that the employees would not have to pay airfare or recruitment costs. Yet, the plaintiff ended up paying thousands of dollars in recruitment costs and paid for her own airfare. The claim alleges that the defendants did not provide as many work hours as promised, failed to pay overtime as promised, and failed to reimburse the workers for travel and recruitment costs as promised\textsuperscript{317}. The plaintiff is also seeking damages for the conduct of the defendants, including the defendants’ breach of their duty of good faith and fair dealing towards the class members, and causing humiliation, anxiety and damage to self-confidence and loss of dignity to the class members\textsuperscript{318}.

In certifying the class action, the BCSC took into account “the environment in which any such claims under the Employment Standards Act may have been made”. The BCSC stated that while one of the class members had made a complaint under the BCESA, his employment was terminated shortly after making the complaint, referring to Mr. Sales. The BCSC acknowledged that “It is not difficult to conclude that this reaction on the part of the defendants would have caused other employees to fear similar retribution had they filed similar complaints”\textsuperscript{319}. The BCSC noted that investigation by the Employment Standards Branch had already proven to have little effect on the conduct of the defendants\textsuperscript{320}. The BCSC decided that a class proceeding would enhance the ability of temporary foreign workers to access justice. In so finding, the BCSC recognized the “vulnerable situation in which these temporary workers find themselves”\textsuperscript{321}. In this case, it is important to point out that Ms. Dominguez has already had to leave Canada because her work permit expired. As of May 2012, the resolution of this case remains pending.

The law regulating the employment relationship of TFWs differs from that of the employment relationship of Canadians in that the work permit of TFWs places restrictions on them not experienced by Canadians. However, there are very few corresponding additional legal protections for TFWs who are bound to their employers because of their work permit. TFWs have formal access to the courts and employment standards on a similar basis as Canadian nationals. However, only a limited number of cases have been brought by TFWs, and
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there are significant barriers to these workers pursuing successful claims with respect to their employment terms and conditions. As seen in the certification decision in *Dominguez*, taking into consideration the vulnerable and precarious status of TFWs may be required to ensure that these workers are able to effectively access justice in their employment claims.

### 4.4 Discrimination

In most Canadian jurisdictions, human rights legislation has been enacted, although the scope of this legislation is not as broad as in the sense of international human rights, and is mainly limited to provisions prohibiting discrimination. The *Charter*, meanwhile provides for a wider range of human rights. However, the *Charter* distinguishes between citizens and non-citizens with respect to some matters, for instance only citizens and permanent residents have the right to pursue the gaining of a livelihood in any province. Thus, as recently stated elsewhere, “full equality between individuals only exists when “citizenship” is a common feature.” The *Charter* protects against discrimination by the State, while human rights legislation in Canada also protects against discrimination by private actors, including in employment.

In B.C., under the human rights legislation applicable to private actors, a person must not refuse to employ, or discriminate against a person regarding employment or any term or condition of employment because of the race, colour, ancestry, place of origin, religion, sex, and other grounds. Employment agencies are also expressly mentioned and prohibited from refusing to refer a person to employment for the above reasons. Trade unions and employers’ organizations are also prohibited from discriminating on the basis of a prohibited ground. In Ontario, the legislation is broader and covers more prohibited grounds, stating “Every person has a right to equal treatment with respect to employment without discrimination” because of race, ancestry, place of origin, colour, ethnic origin, citizenship, creed, sex and other grounds. Note, however, that under the Ontario legislation there are several qualifications as to what constitutes prohibited discrimination on the basis of citizenship, including that the right to non-discrimination on the basis of citizenship is not infringed where Canadian citizenship is a requirement, qualification or considered imposed or authorized by law. The OHRC also expressly prohibits harassment in the workplace on the basis of the prohibited
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grounds\textsuperscript{329}, and includes a specific provision outlawing harassment in the workplace on the basis of a person’s sex\textsuperscript{330}.

There are two particularly important cases involving claims of discrimination made by TFWs that will be discussed here. A claim under the BCHRC has been brought by TFWs against SELI, the company discussed earlier involving work on a mass transit system in Vancouver, B.C. The CSWU claimed that SELI had discriminated against Latin American foreign workers, as compared to European foreign workers, on the basis of their race, colour, ancestry and place of origin in respect of the terms and conditions of their employment, contrary to s. 13 of the BCHRC. The four main allegations were that the Latin American workers received lower salaries for performing the same or similar work; adverse housing conditions, with the Latin American workers being placed in a motel while the Europeans were housed in condominiums in a prestigious area of Vancouver near the worksite; adverse meal arrangements; and adverse expense arrangements, with the Latin Americans being required to submit receipts and the Europeans being given allowances of $300 per month, regardless of actual expenses incurred.

The B.C. Human Rights Tribunal (“BCHRT”) found that the CSWU had established a case of discrimination in that SELI treated the Latin Americans workers adversely as compared to the Europeans in respect to salaries, accommodation, meals and expenses. The BCHRT was satisfied that the CSWU had established that the race, colour, ancestry and place of origin of the Latin American workers were factors in the adverse treatment they experienced. In accordance with the law of discrimination in Canada, the BCHRT further found that SELI did not establish a justification for the discriminatory conduct. In particular, SELI had argued that its international compensation practices, which paid workers according to their country of origin, justified the differences in pay. The BCHRT did not accept this rationale as a legitimate justification, stating the following about SELI’s international compensation practices:

In effect, the application of SELI’s actual international compensation practices to the Latin Americans employed by them on the Canada Line project was to take advantage of the existing disadvantaged position of these workers, who are from poorer countries, and to perpetuate that disadvantage, and to do so while they were living and working within the province of British Columbia. As such, the application of those practices in British Columbia perpetuated, compounded and entrenched existing patterns of inequality\textsuperscript{331}.
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The pay practices were found to be based on assumptions that because they come from poorer countries, the Latin Americans, when working in B.C., did not need or want, or were not entitled, to make as high a wage as the Europeans. The BCHRT accepted the CSWU’s argument that this suggestion that workers from poorer countries do not need or want to make as much money as workers from richer countries is essentially the same as the long since discredited argument that women do not need or want to make as much money as men. The BCHRT had strong criticisms of the employer’s argument, stating that SELI had in effect submitted that the fact of the difference in prevailing wage rates in poorer and richer countries is in accord with “every rule of economics”, with the result that perpetuating that difference in wages paid to workers in B.C. is not discriminatory. The BCHRT found that the pay practices “at the heart of this complaint” were based upon negative stereotypes and assumptions about the needs, desires and abilities of the Latin American workers, that is, “Because they come from countries with lower wage rates, they do not need, want or merit the same wages as employees from countries with higher wage rates while performing substantially the same work in British Columbia”.

The BCHRT ordered SELI to pay each member of the complainant group the difference in salary and expenses paid to them and the average salary and expenses paid to the Europeans. As well, the BCHRT awarded compensation to the Latin Americans for injury to dignity, in the amount of $10,000 CAD each. In making this award, the BCHRT explained what the case was really about at its core:

“.this case is primarily about dignity. As submitted by CSWU, for two years the Respondents’ treatment of the members of the Complainant Group conveyed to them the message that they were worth less, and were less worthy, than other employees, because they are Latin American. They were given inferior accommodation, denied any choice about where to eat, and made to account for any reimbursements received, rather than receiving a monthly allowance to do with as they pleased. They worked side by side with Europeans who were paid substantially more than they were for performing substantially the same work. As foreign workers in Canada on temporary work permits, who did not speak English, and were wholly dependent on their employer, not only for their wages, but also their accommodation, food and transportation back to their homes and families, they were uniquely vulnerable. So long as they continued to work on the Canada Line project, they were unable to escape the discriminatory treatment which pervaded every aspect of the working and leisure lives”.

The final statement could also summarize the experience of TFWs in Canada generally, who are often paid less than Canadian workers, provided with less favourable terms and conditions of work than Canadians, are made dependent
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on their employer, and are placed in uniquely vulnerable circumstances from which they are unable to escape while working in Canada.

SELI has applied for judicial review of the BCHRT’s decision. After arguments and court decisions on evidentiary issues, the judicial review hearing is likely to take place in December 2012. The complainant workers have long since left Canada, and it will still be quite some time before a final decision is issued on whether the BCHRT’s decision will be upheld.

In Ontario, CAW-Canada has brought a claim of discrimination against Presteve Foods, the fishing processing plant discussed earlier, with respect to the treatment of the TFWs as compared to Canadian workers. The claimants were all citizens of Thailand or Mexico, employed under the TFWP at Presteve and represented in their employment by CAW-Canada. The complaint alleged discrimination on the basis of race, colour, ancestry, place of origin, citizenship, ethnic origin, sex and sex solicitation and advances. As well, the complaint alleged sexual harassment, which is prohibited by the OHRC, by the owner of Presteve Foods, Mr. José Pratas.

The human rights claim against Presteve Foods, and its owner José Pratas, has not yet been adjudicated. In August 2011, Justicia For Migrant Workers, a non-profit organization working with migrant workers, was granted leave to intervene in the case. J4MW proposed it would give evidence of the TFWPs in Canada, the vulnerability of migrant workers, and the gender-specific concerns that migrant women face. This evidence would include the circumstances that motivate women to migrate to Canada for work, the reasons why women migrants choose to accept degrading working and living conditions, and the different types of exploitation experienced by migrant workers. The HRTO stated that to its knowledge, this was the first case before it involving alleged discrimination against migrant workers. The HRTO found that the relevant social context would be useful and helpful to the evaluation and understanding of the issues raised, and that J4MW had relevant expertise and perspective to add to an understanding of those issues. The HRTO thus granted leave to J4MW to act as intervenors in the case.

Since then, on February 21, 2012, counsel for Presteve Foods and Mr. Pratas was required to withdraw from the sexual harassment claims as a result of a “conflict of interest.” Also at the hearing on that date, the HRTO decided that it would take no further steps for a period of six months, in view of the need to contact claimants who may be out of the country. The HRTO ordered that any claimants who wish to proceed with their claims in relation to wages, must write to the HRTO by August 21, 2012, advising of their desire of proceed with
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their claim\(^{338}\). The HRTO ordered that the applications of any claimants who have not done so by that date may be dismissed as abandoned\(^{339}\).

As of May 2012, there have only been rare claims of discrimination brought by TFWs against their employers, and the outcomes of these cases are not settled. The BCHRT’s decision in \textit{SELI} provides optimism that adjudicators may start to recognize the violation of human dignity involved in the differential treatment of TFWs. However, this decision has been appealed and a judicial review is pending. As well, the HRTO’s willingness to consider expert evidence about the exploitation experienced by migrant workers in Canada in the \textit{Presteve Foods} case provides hope that decision makers are willing to consider that the differential treatment of migrant workers is the result not just of their differing immigration status as compared to Canadians, but is based on racial and gender stereotypes and discrimination. As Canada has ratified C111 and CERD, these recent developments in the law go some way to fulfilling the obligation on Canada to ensure that migrant workers in Canada are not discriminated against on the basis of their race, colour, descent, national or ethnic origin, or social origin.

\textbf{4.5 Labour Inspection including Health and Safety}

Health and safety legislation in Canada, such as the B.C. \textit{Workers’ Compensation Act}\(^{340}\), requires employers to pay into a workers’ compensation scheme designed to provide workers with income when they are injured at work. This legislation also places obligations on employers to ensure the health and safety of its workers, by establishing occupational health and safety policies; ensuring workers are informed about foreseeable health or safety hazards; andremedying hazardous workplace conditions. TFWs are not explicitly excluded from health and safety legislation in Canada. Under the BC WCA, the persons protected by this legislation include “a person who has entered into or works under a contract of service or apprenticeship, written or oral, express or implied, whether by way of manual labour or otherwise”\(^{341}\). Penalties may be imposed on employers for repeated or serious violations of occupational health and safety regulations. In B.C., the health and safety legislation was extended to include agricultural workers in 2004\(^{342}\), however, the public enforcement body, WorkSafeBC, still does not regulate the agricultural industry\(^{343}\). In the agriculture, this is left to a private association...
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which lacks regulatory authority. In Ontario, agricultural workers were only very recently included under health and safety legislation and domestic workers continue to be excluded from these protections in that jurisdiction.

It appears that TFWs are often not reporting injuries when they are injured at work. TFWs sometimes are not aware of the workers’ compensation schemes, or are afraid of losing their jobs if they report an injury. Advocates for migrant farm workers have reported intimidation by employers and failure to re-hire SAWP workers for the following season after the worker made a workers’ compensation claim. Limited literacy skills, language barriers and fear of losing their immigration status are also factors in migrant workers failing to report injuries. Advocates claim that only about 10% of injuries are reported by migrant farm workers. A recent study conducted in B.C. concluded that a significant proportion of migrant farmworkers do not receive adequate workplace health and safety training.

Migrant workers often work in more dangerous conditions than Canadians. Mexican migrant farm workers were found to work longer days than Canadian farm workers, with Mexican migrant farm workers working 12 hours a day on weekdays and 8 hours per day on Saturday and Sunday during the peak of the season. Meanwhile, Canadian farm workers worked 9 hours per day Monday to Friday, and 5 hours on Saturdays and Sundays. It has been found that extremely long working hours increases workers’ risk of workplace injury or accident. As well, a considerable number of migrant farm workers were found to have living accommodations that were unsafe, lacked services, and/or were poorly furnished. There have been reports of overcrowding and unsanitary living conditions. For instance, in 2005, it was reported that over 40 SAWP workers lived in a single two-storey house, with four to five men in each room, and all sharing two bathrooms.

As well, there is some indication that TFWs may not be able to access workers’ compensation benefits on the same basis as Canadian workers. In Alberta, if the Workers’ Compensation Board determines that the worker is physically fit to work, but in a different occupation, it does not consider the restrictions on the
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TFW’s work permit, which does not allow the TFW to work in any other occupation. This means that for TFWs who are physically able to work in a different job but are legally not allowed to do so because of their work permit, will not be entitled to compensation under the workers’ compensation legislation.

As seen earlier, TFWs may face discrimination at work, and this may also be expressed in the health and safety conditions sometimes experienced by TFWs at work and in their living conditions provided by employers. While health and safety legislation applies to TFWs generally, agricultural and domestic workers are treated differently in some jurisdictions. TFWs may also face barriers to asserting their right to work safely, which will be discussed further later.

4.6 Access to Legal Services

With respect to procedural rights in terms of accessing legal remedies, a large hurdle for migrant workers is often a lack of funds, resources and information they require in order to make a successful claim in the proper forum. As TFWs are recruited to work in lower-skilled and lower-paying jobs, the inability to afford a lawyer to represent them constitutes a significant hurdle in effectively pursuing legal claims with respect to violations of their workplace rights. In B.C., free legal representation is only available for a limited range of matters: criminal charges, mental health and prison issues, serious family problems, child protection matters, and limited immigration problems. The only immigration issues for which legal aid is available is where the person is facing removal from Canada, or is making a claim for refugee status. There is limited free legal assistance and advice made available to migrant workers through organizations such as Access Pro Bono, made up of volunteer lawyers. There are also some other limited services available to migrant workers, through non-profit organizations such as the Agricultural Workers’ Alliance, MOSAIC, and the West Coast Domestic Workers’ Association, to name a few. However, there is not a system of public legal aid clinics available to migrant workers in British Columbia. It has been recognized that the lack of legal aid has a particular impact on TFWs, as well as other marginalized groups in Canada.

Meanwhile, in Ontario a much wider range of legal aid services is available, including for matters such as domestic violence, workplace safety matters, employment insurance appeals, and appealing other administrative tribunal
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decisions. Ontario’s publicly-funded legal aid system includes “speciality” clinics, offering legal advice and representation, such as the Centre for Spanish-Speaking People, Injured Workers’ Consultants, Toronto Workers Health and Safety Legal Clinic, the Metro Toronto Chinese & Southeast Asian Legal Clinic, and the South Asian Legal Clinic. As well, Legal Aid Ontario funds a network of community legal clinics. Ontario also operates a human rights legal support centre, which provides free legal assistance including filing applications, and legal representation at mediations and hearings. In deciding which applications in which to provide assistance, this centre considers whether the applicant is a member of a historically disadvantaged group, and other factors such as their language and literacy abilities, unfamiliarity with the legal processes, challenges created by recent arrival in Canada, and more.

4.7 Conclusions on the Rights of TFWs in Canada

This chapter has set out the extent of the workplace rights of TFWs in Canada, and the ability or inability of TFWs to pursue claims relating to violations of those rights. While TFWs are not expressly excluded, often they are de facto excluded from workplace legislation when agricultural and domestic workers are excluded. Further, even when TFWs are formally covered by legislation such as labour and employment laws, it has been seen through the cases discussed that the particular situation of vulnerability and exploitation of TFWs is not always taken into account by decision makers. Recognizing the precarious situation of TFWs in Canada is important to preventing employers and recruiters from exploiting the precarious situation of these workers. The ways in which racial discrimination contributes to the differential treatment of migrant workers is also important to understanding the barriers that exist for TFWs in accessing employment-related protections. The cases discussed indicate there may be some trend towards adjudicators taking greater consideration of how the precarious situation in which TFWs work and live allows employers to exploit and discriminate against these workers. The lack of legal aid and other accessible legal assistance is also a hurdle for these workers in pursuing claims against violations of their rights at work.

5. Analysis of the Temporary Foreign Worker Program and Recommendations

5.1 Introduction

Having set out Canada’s TFWP regime, the international standards applicable to migrant workers, and the rights at work of TFWs in Canada, I will now analyse the extent to which the international labour and human rights of TFWs in Canada are protected, and provide recommendations on how Canada could change the TFWP and other laws so as to bring Canada in line with international standards.

Recall that Canada has not actually ratified the vast majority of international instruments set out in Chapter 3. Canada has ratified only the following of the conventions that were discussed:

- ILO Convention (No. 87) on Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organize
- ILO Convention (No. 111) Discrimination (Employment and Occupation)
- International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
- International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
- International Convention on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination
- Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women
- ILO Convention (No. 187) concerning the promotional framework for occupational safety and health

Meanwhile, Canada has not ratified the following instruments set out in Chapter 3:

- ILO Convention (No. 11) Right of Association (Agriculture)
- ILO Convention (No. 98) concerning the application of principles of the right to organise and to bargain collectively
- ILO Convention (No. 97) concerning migration for employment
- ILO Convention (No. 143) Migrant Workers (Supplementary Provisions)
- International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families
• ILO Convention (No. 189) concerning Decent Work for Domestic Workers
• ILO Convention (No. 81) concerning labour inspection in industry and commerce
• ILO Convention (No. 129) Labour Inspection (Agriculture)
• ILO Convention (No. 155) Occupational health and safety
• ILO Convention (No. 181) Private Employment Agencies

Among the reasons given by the Canadian federal government for not ratifying ILO conventions is that it will not ratify conventions with which the provinces do not conform. The provincial governments in Canada have legislative authority over most employment matters. Canada has also justified its failure to ratify the CMW as: “the vast majority of persons who would be considered as migrant workers under the definition of the Convention generally enter Canada as permanent residents…(who) enjoy similar legal rights and social benefits as Canadian citizens." This is no longer an accurate description of present immigration realities in Canada, as has been seen in the increase in temporary work permits issued year after year. These TFWs do not have the same rights as citizens or non-citizen permanent residents, and therefore Canada’s justification for not ratifying the CMW is no longer valid (if it ever was). However, as has been described elsewhere, the Canadian government’s failure to ratify the CMW reveals “an attempt to protect its economic ‘interests’ in exploiting the cheap labour of these workers.” Indeed, economic interests and labour market demands of employers have always been a driving force behind immigration law and policy in Canada, as discussed earlier.

From this, it is seen that Canada has not demonstrated a very strong commitment to international labour and human rights standards as they apply to migrant workers. Despite this lack of commitment, the purpose of this Chapter is to determine to what extent the TFW regime and legal protections applicable to migrant workers in Canada does align with the international labour and human rights applicable to migrant workers, even if Canada has not ratified all Conventions discussed. International labour rights and human rights standards provide a framework in which to analyse how Canada is acting with respect to the rights of migrant workers, and how it should improve its treatment of migrant workers if it were to contemplate ratifying the international conventions. As Canada is a member of the ILO and the UN, international labour and human rights are ideals that Canada should strive to fulfil, regardless of whether or not the government finds it prudent to ratify a particular convention.
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5.2 Summary of International Standards applicable to Migrant Workers’ employment-related rights

My research into the international labour and human rights standards that apply to migrant workers has led to a finding that there are a number of central principles reiterated in both the ILO and UN instruments. The main standards under international labour and human rights law that apply to migrant workers can be summarized as follows:

- Freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining, including protection against employer interference and mechanism for collective bargaining;
- Right to form and join a trade union;
- Free choice of employment;
- Right to rest and leisure, including reasonable limitation of working hours;
- Right to an adequate standard of living;
- Equal remuneration for work of equal value without distinction;
- Non-discrimination and equality of opportunity and treatment;
- Special attention to and protection of workers when not working in their home country due to their particular vulnerability;
- Social protection of workers must not be reduced by flexibility in labour markets and the corresponding recognition that “labour is not a commodity”;
- Decent work for all including just and favourable conditions of work;
- Protection against illegal recruitment practices;
- Adequate services and information for migrant workers;
- Prohibition on unfair employer competition through “social dumping” or the “race to the bottom”;  
- System of labour inspection, including occupational health and safety;
- Equal protection of the law and equality before the court and tribunals;
- Effective legal remedies;
- Effective protection against violence and threats.

In the discussion that follows, I will first address the ways in which the restrictions on the work permits under the TFWP itself violates these international standards. Then, I will analyse the extent to which labour law and other protective legislation in Canada protects the rights of TFWs in accordance with the international labour and human rights standards. As will be seen, protective legislation in Canada sometimes in itself does not live up to the international standards, and further, this legislation is often not able to address the violations of migrant workers’ rights that occur as a result of the conditions imposed by the TFWP.
5.3 Temporary Foreign Worker Program

The most glaring violation of international standards under the TFWP is with respect to the terms and conditions imposed on TFWs by their immigration status and work permit, and the corresponding lack of free choice of employment. While Canada has not ratified the conventions specific to migrant workers, the right to free choice of employment can be found elsewhere. The non-binding UDHR and the binding ICESCR contain the right to free choice of employment, expressed in Art. 6 of the ICESCR as the “right of everyone to the opportunity to gain his living by work which he freely chooses or accepts”. This right is to be enjoyed by “everyone”, including migrant workers. The CESCR has said that States must refrain from limiting equal access to decent work for all persons, especially disadvantaged and marginalized individuals and groups, such as migrant workers. As Canada has ratified the ICESCR, the starting point is that Canada should strive to provide equal access to decent work to all persons, including migrant workers.

The extent of the right to free choice of employment of migrant workers is more fully detailed in C143, a convention Canada has not ratified. Art. 10 of C143 provides that migrant workers are entitled to “equality of opportunity and treatment in respect of employment and occupation”. For the ILO, the implementation of a policy of equality of treatment and opportunity between nationals and migrant workers represents a measure of protection aimed at securing the respect for the dignity of migrant workers, who are recognized to be particularly vulnerable to abuse. When TFWs are restricted to working for one employer in one job, they clearly do not enjoy equality of opportunity and treatment in respect of employment and occupation as compared to nationals. In practice, TFWs are confined to certain jobs, and Canada has a policy of directing TFWs into the least desirable and least well-paid jobs, as evidenced by the specialized SAWP, LCP and LSPP. The ILO has stated that C143 requires positive action by public authorities to promote equality of opportunity in practice. R151, the Migrant Workers Recommendation 1975 provides that effective equality of opportunity and treatment includes access to employment of the migrant workers’ own choice on the basis of individual suitability for such employment. This suggests that limiting TFWs to certain occupations is not in conformity with C143. As well, the CEACR of the ILO has stated that provisions that require employers to obtain authorizations prior to hiring migrant workers “certainly run counter to the principle of equality of treatment between foreign and national workers”. In Canada, the LMO requirement places a burden on TFWs in obtaining employment that nationals do not.
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experience, which is not in accordance with the principle of equality of opportunity.

Art. 14 of C143 sets out the limits on the free choice of employment of migrant workers. Under Art. 14(a) of C143, States may place restrictions on the free choice of employment for migrant workers for a period not exceeding two years, or if the laws or regulations provide for contracts for a fixed term of less than two years, that the worker has completed his first work contract. The CEACR has explained that the intention of this provision was to prohibit legislative provisions that restrict “the freedom of movement of foreign workers legally within the territory, such as those authorising them to reside only in a given region”371. The CEACR has recognized that many countries put restrictions on migrant workers that affect the free choice of employment, and that these restrictions may be permitted by Art. 14372. The CEACR has stated that Art. 14(a) does not prevent, during the initial period, restrictions on access to employment which may have an indirect effect on geographical mobility373. However, restricting the freedom of movement for migrant workers legally within the territory, such as authorizing them to reside only in a given region or prohibiting their entry to certain areas is not in conformity with Art. 14(a)374. With respect to employment policies that give preference to nationals over foreigners, the CEACR has said that this situation “would appear to be contrary to the principle of equality as regards access to employment when it exceeds the period allowed by Article 14(a) of the Convention, which is two years”375.

Under the TFWPs in Canada, TFWs are only permitted to work for one employer, in one occupation. The location of employment, maximum time period of employment are also specified in the work permit, and the geographical areas within which the worker is permitted or prohibited from travelling in certain areas within Canada. If a TFW violates their work permit by working for an employer other than the one specified on the work permit, the worker will be in violation of Canadian immigration law. Under the general TFWP, work permits are issued for a maximum of two years, and under the SAWP up to eight months at a time. During a TFW’s initial work permit, these restrictions on the free choice of employment are in line with Art. 14 of C143, with the exception of the restrictions on travelling to certain areas within Canada.

Meanwhile, restrictions placed on TFWs after a period of two years, or after the worker fulfils their first employment contract is not in accordance with Art. 14(a). Under the TFWP, a worker can be issued a further work permit, up to a
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total of four cumulative years. Under SAWP, workers can be issued further work permits indefinitely, after leaving Canada for a period of four months after the expiry of each work permit. With these subsequent work permits, TFWs continue to work in Canada as “unfree labour”, in that they are still only permitted to work in one specified occupation, for one specified employer. This aspect of the TFWP does not comply with Art. 14 of C143.

Should Canada wish to observe the standards set out in C143, despite not yet ratifying this convention, after TFWs have either worked two years or completed their first employment contract, they should enjoy free choice of employment. The only TFWP that complies with this requirement is the LCP. After the worker has completed 24 months of service for one employer, she or he can apply for permanent residence, and immediately upon application their work permit becomes an “open” work permit, allowing them to work for any employer, in any occupation.

With respect to the work permit conditions for workers in the LCP, Canada would not be in compliance with C189 with respect to the requirement of the LCP that workers must live with the employer. C189 provides that domestic workers must be given the option to reach an agreement with their employer on whether to reside in the household. This is despite the Government of Canada’s statement at the International Labour Conference in 2011, in which Canada “affirmed that negotiating residence was fundamental to the employment relationship between domestic workers and their employers, which should be negotiated prior to engaging in employment”\(^\text{376}\). The LCP, by not even providing workers and employers with the option of negotiating whether the worker will live in the household, would not be in compliance with C189 should Canada decide to ratify this new convention. The LCP should be altered to at least give workers and the employer the opportunity to reach an agreement about whether or not the worker will live with the employer, to bring Canada in compliance with C189 and, apparently, with Canada’s own views of the requirements of C189.

While Canada has not ratified the migrant worker conventions or C189, the restrictions placed on TFWs are still in violation of Canada’s legal obligations under international human rights law. The requirement that TFWs work for only one specified employer can lead to abusive conditions of work by employers who might take advantage of the workers’ “unfree” and “disposable” labour\(^\text{377}\). Making the right to work “entirely dependent on the will of the


employer creates a profound human security risk as workers who lose their job may be forced to work in even more precarious work in the informal sector, and in violation of their work permit. When a migrant worker loses his or her job and therefore their legal immigration status, they become even more vulnerable. These effects of the restrictions placed on migrant workers appear to be in violation of Art. 6 of the ICESCR, a convention Canada has ratified, which provides for the right of everyone to the opportunity to gain his living by work which he freely chooses, and which must be decent work.

5.3 Freedom of Association

Freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining includes, for instance, the right to form and join a trade union, the right to mechanisms for collective bargaining, and protection against employer interference. While Canada has ratified C87 but not C98, the right to freedom of association under C87 has been interpreted broadly by the ILO and places significant obligations on Canada. The major problem for TFWs in Canada with respect to enjoying freedom of association is that industries in which TFWs are disproportionately represented, agricultural work and domestic work, are often excluded from the labour relations regime applicable to other workers. In Ontario, agricultural employers are not required to make a reasonable effort to conclude a collective agreement with employees’ associations, or to respond to demands made by employees’ associations. Meanwhile, domestic workers in Ontario are totally excluded from labour law protections, including from the right to form and join a trade union.

The CFA has found that the absence of machinery for the promotion of collective bargaining for agricultural workers in Ontario constitutes an impediment to freedom of association. In 2005 and again in 2007, the CEACR noted the need to amend the legislation with a view to guaranteeing the full application of C87 in relation to the effective right to association in the agriculture industry. In 2009, the CEACR urged the government to take all necessary measures to amend the legislation “so as to fully guarantee the right of agricultural workers to organize freely.” In 2010, the CFA considered a complaint with respect to the AEPA and stated that it continued to consider that “the absence of any machinery for the promotion of collective bargaining of
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agricultural workers constitutes an impediment to one of the principal objectives of the guarantee of freedom of association: the forming of independent organizations capable of concluding collective agreements\(^{382}\). The CFA requested that the government of Ontario put in place machinery and procedures for the promotion of collective bargaining in the agricultural sector.

Despite these repeated findings by the ILO supervisory bodies, the government of Ontario has still not amended the AEPA to provide the right of collective bargaining to agricultural workers. While the SCC has found in Fraser, supra that Ontario’s AEPA does not violate the Charter, it is clear that the AEPA does not live up to international standards on freedom of association. In 2012, the CEACR acknowledged the SCC’s decision to uphold the AEPA, but the CEACR “nevertheless notes with regret that the Government of Ontario is not considering any amendments to the AEPA aimed at ensuring sufficient guarantees for the full exercise of freedom of association rights by agricultural workers…”\(^{383}\). The CEACR once again urged Ontario to take all necessary measures to amend its legislation so as to fully guarantee the right of agricultural workers to organize freely and to benefit from the protection of C87\(^{384}\).

C87 requires that all workers, without distinction, should have the right to establish and join organizations of their choosing. C87 requires States to take all necessary and appropriate measures to ensure that workers may exercise freely the right to organize. The CFA has explicitly stated that domestic workers are not excluded from the application of C87 and should therefore have the right to establish and join occupational organizations\(^{385}\). C11, which has not been ratified by Canada, requires State to secure to all those engaged in agriculture the same rights of association and as to industrial workers. C189 requires ratifying States to take measures in relation to domestic workers, ensuring respect for freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining. The Committee on Migrant Workers has stated that the exclusion of domestic workers from labour law contributes to exploitative labour practices, and limits avenues for legal redress when violations occur\(^{386}\). The CEDAW Committee has also stated that countries of destination must provide legal protection for the rights of women migrant workers, including by ensuring that labour codes apply to women migrant workers and the occupations in which
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they predominate, such as domestic work. These standards are clearly not complied with in some jurisdictions in Canada, such as Ontario.

Another issue with respect to access to collective bargaining for TFWs is when certifying an appropriate unit of employees for bargaining, the special situation of TFWs as compared to Canadian nationals, sometimes needs to be taken into account to ensure that TFWs have access to collective bargaining in practice. In the case of *Sidhu & Sons*, the BCLRB initially did not accord much weight to the differing circumstances under which TFWs and Canadian nationals must live and work. Eventually, the BCLRB did recognize the “exceptional vulnerability” of these workers, and the importance of providing them with access to collective bargaining to achieve dignity and respect in their work.

As well, where domestic workers are formally included in labour law, the Committee on Migrant Workers has recognized that there is often a gap between protections enjoyed by such workers in law and in practice. This is due to the practical obstacles relating to the “hidden” and isolated nature of domestic work taking place in private homes, making organizing and accessing labour rights difficult. The Committee on Migrant Workers has stated that the right to organize and engage in collective bargaining is essential for migrant domestic workers to express their needs and defend their rights, in particular through trade unions and labour organizations. The Committee on Migrant Workers recommended that labour protections be extended to domestic workers, including the right to form and join an organization, and self-organization should be encouraged.

It has also been seen that employers have sometimes interfered with the rights of TFWs to trade union representation. Because TFWs often live on the property of their employer, they are more vulnerable to employer interference with their labour rights than local workers. Canadian labour legislation contains provisions against unfair labour practices, and there have been some cases in which unions have made successful claims against employers who have interfered with the rights of TFWs. These unfair labour practice provisions should be strengthened to recognize the particular situations of TFWs that allow employers to such much more easily interfere. For instance, where workers live on the employers’ property, there could be greater protections written into legislation stating that during non-working hours, employers must not restrict the comings and goings of trade union representative to the workers’ residences.

The international labour and human rights standards recognize the particular vulnerability of migrant workers and importance of protecting the interest of
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workers when employed in countries other than their own. The Declaration on Fundamental Principles recognizes migrant workers as persons with special social needs, who should be given special attention. This Declaration encourages national efforts aimed at resolving the problems of migrant workers and other social groups with special needs. The ILO has also said that “one of the most effective ways of preventing the exploitation of migrant workers is by giving them the right to join a trade union.” The Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants has also stated that trade unions have a major role to play in advocating for the rights of migrant workers and eliminating discrimination through information drives, and reporting violations of migrant workers’ rights. Further, the ILO standards require that agricultural workers and domestic workers enjoy freedom of association and effective recognition of the right to collective bargaining. Therefore, international law requires that migrant workers be provided with access to trade union representation and collective bargaining. By excluding occupations in which migrant workers predominate, such as agricultural work and domestic work, from the full range of labour law protections, Canada does not fulfil these principles of freedom of association with respect to migrant workers.

Protection of freedom of association on an equal basis with Canadian nationals is essential to the rights of TFWs, as freedom of association impacts a worker’s ability to assert other rights at work. Recognizing that TFWs should have access to collective bargaining on equal basis with Canadian nationals sometimes may mean taking into account the differing circumstances of TFWs and Canadian nationals. The short-term nature of their work permit, and dependence on the employer to a degree that Canadian nationals are not, means that sometimes it will be appropriate for TFWs to form their own bargaining unit, if they would otherwise be denied access to collective bargaining. This is not to say that TFWs should be always be in separate bargaining units from Canadians. That of course could perpetuate the distinctions and discrimination between TFWs and Canadian nationals. Where both Canadian nationals and TFWs work in the same location and perform the same duties, equality of migrant workers would be enhanced if they are covered by the same collective agreement terms and conditions as Canadian nationals. However, where Canadian nationals choose not to be represented by a trade union, the differing circumstances of TFWs should be taken into account to ensure that they still have access to collective bargaining, recognizing that they may have different interests than the Canadian nationals, due to their work temporary work permit and immigration status.
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In the end, labour law and tribunals should be cognizant of the particular vulnerability of TFWs. In each particular case, the differing employment situation that is imposed on TFWs by virtue of their work permit and immigration status, should be kept in mind when answering the question of how to improve access to collective bargaining of TFWs. Sometimes this will mean a bargaining unit with Canadian nationals that they work alongside, performing the same work, and sometimes this will mean that a bargaining unit of TFWs alone is appropriate, if Canadian nationals have determined trade union representation is not in their own interests at that particular moment in time.

**5.4 Employment Standards**

As with labour law, occupations in which migrant workers predominate in Canada are sometimes excluded from minimum employment standards, or are accorded different, lower standards. The ILO has noted that temporary agricultural workers in Canada are exempted for certain labour protections, such as the freedom to change jobs and overtime pay\(^394\). Under the international standards, such as C143, migrant workers should enjoy treatment not less favourable than that which applies to nationals in respect of other terms and conditions of work. The ILO has stated there is an obligation on States to promote equality of opportunity and treatment in practice. Thus, when migrant workers predominate in certain occupations, equality of treatment requires that those occupations be accorded the same minimum standards as other occupations.

C189 recognizes that domestic work continues to be undervalued and requires Member States to take measures towards ensuring equal treatment between domestic workers and workers generally in relation to hours of work and overtime\(^395\). The Government of Canada, as part of the group of industrialized market economy countries, has recognized at the International Labour Conference that domestic workers are particularly vulnerable to abuse and often lack legal protections\(^396\). This group supported the aims and principles of C189, but stressed that States should be allowed “flexibility” in meeting the objectives\(^397\). The Government of Canada also found C189 to be overly detailed and prescriptive, and raised concerns about privacy issues\(^398\). In both Ontario and B.C., residential care workers are excluded from hours of work and overtime provisions of the applicable employment standards legislation. On the other hand, in both Ontario and B.C. there are special protections for domestic workers. The EPFNA of Ontario applies primarily to live-in caregivers, and prohibits recruiters and employers from recovering certain costs from the
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worker. The B.C. ESA requires employers to provide domestic workers with a written employment contract, and where the worker lives in the residence of the employer, certain information about the employment, as well as setting out a maximum amount for room and board that an employer may charge a domestic worker. These provisions go some way to complying with the protections for domestic workers required by C189.

International labour and human rights standards require ratifying States to provide protection from abusive and illegal practices by recruitment agencies. This is seen in C97, C143, CMW and C189. C97 requires States to take steps against “misleading propaganda” relating to immigration. C143 requires States to take action against the organizers of illicit or clandestine movements of migrant for employment. The CMW requires States to take appropriate measures against the dissemination of misleading information relating to immigration, and measures to impose effective sanctions on persons who use intimidation, violence or threats against migrant workers in an irregular situation. C189 requires States to provide domestic workers with protection against abusive and fraudulent practices by recruitment agencies. C189 also requires States to ensure that adequate machinery and procedures exist for the investigation of complaints, and to ensure that fees charged by private employment agencies are not deducted from the remuneration of domestic workers. As was seen in Chapter 4, B.C. and Ontario both regulate the activities of employment and recruitment agencies. The legislation in these provinces seem to be in compliance with the provision of C189 that states fees charged by private employment agencies are not to be deducted from the remuneration of domestic workers.

The main recommendation here with respect to recruitment agencies is that Ontario expand its legislation to include protections for all migrant workers against abusive practices by recruitment agencies. As well, C97 requires States to take steps against “misleading propaganda” relating to immigration, and so Canada should regulate immigration agencies as well. Immigration consultants are currently self-regulated and there is no legislation providing for ethical standards or licensing of immigration consultants. One initiative taken in Canada is that only lawyers, paralegals and immigration consultants registered with the Immigration Consultants of Canada Regulatory Council may charge fees for assisting with immigration applications. This does not go far enough to ensure that immigration consultants do not engage in exploitative practices. Note that the initiatives taken to regulate employment and recruitment agencies are within the jurisdiction of provincial governments in Canada. Meanwhile, immigration is the domain of the federal government, which may explain why immigration consultants have not been regulated by legislation as of yet.

5.5 Discrimination
Canada has ratified many of the conventions containing the right to non-discrimination, including C111, CEDAW, and CERD. The international standards on discrimination prohibit distinctions on various enumerated grounds, which include race, colour, descent, sex, religion, political opinion, national extraction or social origin. Further, these standards provide for the right of equality of opportunity and treatment in employment in occupation. However, the international standards discussed do not prohibit States from making some distinctions between citizens and non-nationals. The ILO has stated that the term “national extraction” does not refer to distinctions between citizens of different countries, but between citizens of the same country on the basis of the person’s place of birth, ancestry or foreign origin. Despite this, the ILO has also stated that while States have the sovereign right to maintain temporary restrictions on the basis of nationality, when restrictions of migrant workers go beyond what is necessary and serve no discernible, legitimate purpose, they are discriminatory.  

The prohibitions in CERD also do not prohibit States from making distinctions between citizens and non-nationals for some purposes. The CERD Committee has cautioned that while some distinctions are permitted, States do have an obligation not to accord differential treatment based on citizenship or immigration unless a legitimate aim exists, and the differential treatment is proportionate to that aim. With respect to working conditions, the CERD Committee has stated that State Parties should eliminate discriminate against non-citizens. The CMW stipulates that migrant workers shall enjoy treatment not less favourable than that which applied to nationals of the State of employment in respect of remuneration and other conditions of work, such as overtime and hours of work.

As well, discrimination against migrant workers may violate C111 where it can be established that the race, colour, religion, or social origin of the migrant worker differs from that of nationals in a particular situation, and that the migrant worker was treated differently because of their race, colour, religion, or social origin, rather than their immigration status. The ILO has recognized the link between nationality and racial discrimination, stating recently that it is “indeed difficult in many circumstances to determine whether discriminatory treatment faced by a migrant worker is exclusively based on his or her nationality or perceived nationality status, on racial, ethnic, religious or other visible grounds, or a combination of these factors.” In Canada as well, it has been recognized that race and national or ethnic origin are concepts closely related to nationality and citizenship. The SCC has stated that “Discrimination
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on the basis of nationality has from early times been an inseparable companion of discrimination on the basis of race and national or ethnic origin”\(^{401}\).

In Canada, human rights legislation prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, colour, ancestry, place of origin, religion, sex and other grounds (including “citizenship” in Ontario). There have been just a few cases involving discrimination against migrant workers in their employment on one or more of the above grounds. In the SELI case before the BCHRT, the tribunal was satisfied that Latin American migrant workers had been discriminated against on the basis of their race, colour, ancestry and place of origin when they were provided with inferior salaries, accommodation, and meal and expense arrangements, as compared to the European migrant workers. The BCHRT found that the grounds of race, colour, ancestry and place of origin may be combined to define, in a comprehensive way, ethnic identity as a basis of discrimination, in an attempt to “get at certain complex discriminatory conduct”\(^{402}\). The ILO has pointed out that “racial prejudice is largely rooted in social and economic factors, a value judgment without any objective basis and cultural in origin”\(^{403}\). This prejudice was an element in the SELI case, recognized by the BCHRT when it stated that SELI’s international compensation practices was to take advantage of the existing disadvantaged position of workers from poorer countries, and to perpetuate that disadvantage.

These underlying prejudices about race and gender based on social and economic factors are also at the heart of the claim in the Presteve Foods case before the HRTO. There, a claim was brought on behalf of migrant workers of this employer, alleging they were discriminated on the basis of race, colour, ancestry, place of origin, citizenship, ethnic origin, and sex, as compared to the Canadian workers. This case has not yet been decided, but in making a determination on whether there was discrimination on one or more of the above grounds, the HRTO has found that evidence of the social context and the types of exploitation experienced by migrant workers will be relevant.

Canadian human rights legislation is significant to Canada’s obligations under C111 and CERD, instruments that Canada has ratified. In particular, if the SELI and Presteve Foods claims of discrimination are ultimately successful, this will go some to demonstrating that migrant workers in Canada can effectively access the legal protections against discrimination on the basis of race, sex, social origin and other grounds, as required by the international standards.

Even though international and Canadian law prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, social origin and other grounds, this does not prohibit the Canadian government from placing some restrictions on workers because of
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their citizenship. As discussed, C143 and the CMW allow restrictions on the free choice of employment of migrant workers for an initial period of time. This brings us to the central problem with the TFWP: the distinctions that are made on the basis of citizenship, while not itself prohibited by international or Canadian law, in practice allow discrimination to occur that is prohibited by international labour and human rights standards, and in some cases by Canadian law. The restrictions placed on TFWs in their work permit, and the accompanying differential treatment and exploitation that these restrictions allow to take place, are at least in part grounded in racial stereotypes and discrimination. Such discrimination is prohibited by international and Canadian law, and yet there is not sufficient recognition in the law that these restrictions in the work permits themselves perpetuate the problem of racial discrimination against migrant workers. As stated elsewhere, “The principle of non-discrimination per se does little to help migrant workers who work in sectors of the host state that are exempted from labour standards and rights”\(^404\). The right of non-discrimination, and other rights “may be of little value to the temporary foreign worker who is in the unique employment situation of needing a work permit that has legal restrictions”\(^405\). Anti-discrimination laws are very limited in protecting migrant workers from the exploitation and abuse that is able to occur in their employment due to their immigration status.

### 5.6 Labour inspection including Health and Safety

The ILO conventions require States to provide a system of labour inspection, including inspection of the agricultural industry and domestic work. Canada has not ratified a number of these conventions, but did ratify C187 on the promotional framework for occupational safety and health, in June 2011. This Convention provides for a right of workers to a safe and healthy working environment, and obliges States to develop a national policy on occupational safety and health, including provisions for ensuring compliance and systems of inspection. The ILO Multilateral Framework provides that labour inspection should be extended to all workplaces where migrant workers are employed, and that staff are adequately trained in addressing migrant workers’ rights\(^406\). Canada has also ratified CEDAW, and the CEDAW Committee has said that laws should include mechanisms for monitoring workplace conditions of migrant women, especially in the kinds of jobs where they dominate, such as domestic work\(^407\).

States may actually be required to take additional inspection and enforcement measures in certain workplaces where migrant workers predominate. The
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Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants has recognized that with respect to temporary agricultural workers, the Government of Canada must take steps to prevent these workers from being abused by employers. She recommended that more emphasis needs to be placed on giving dignity to this type of work, and making it easier for migrant agricultural workers to report abuses and prevent employers from coercing employees to not make complaints. In accordance with C189, labour inspection of domestic workplaces should be tailored keeping in mind the special characteristics of domestic work.

In Canada, labour inspection with respect to the special situation of migrant workers is not sufficient. In B.C., WorkSafeBC does not regulate the agricultural industry, leaving these workers with little mechanisms to enforce their rights under occupational health and safety. A recent study found that 70% of Mexican migrant farmworkers in B.C. do not receive any information about workplace health and safety. In B.C., inspection of the living conditions of workers under SAWP is not conducted by the government, but by a private company. In Ontario, another study conducted on the health of migrant workers in Canada, it was found that migrant workers face barriers in accessing Ontario’s Workplace Safety and Insurance Board. It was reported that among those workers interviewed who had work-related accidents, 76% reported not receiving compensation, and 93% of respondents said they did not know how to file a WSIB claim. As well, many migrant workers were returned to their country of origin before their claims could be filed or processed. In the case of Presteve Foods, the living conditions of the TFWs were in violation of fire codes, and the WSIB only investigated after the Union called the agency about these conditions. Eventually, the Ministry of Labour made 50 orders with respect to defects in Presteve’s equipment and buildings. In both B.C. and Ontario, TFWs are often unaware of their health and safety rights, and as it often up to them or their representatives to report unsafe conditions, labour inspection of workplaces in which TFWs are found is often inadequate under international labour law.

5.7 Procedural Rights

The main procedural rights migrant workers must enjoy in order to have effective access to legal protections relating to work include equal protection of
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the law, effective legal remedies, effective protection against violence and threats, availability of legal assistance, and adequate services and information.

Art. 42 of the CMW requires States to at least consider establishing procedures or institutions through which the special needs, aspirations and obligations of migrant workers will be accounted for, and the possibility of having migrant workers to have their chosen representatives in those institutions. Art. 12 of C143 requires Members to formulate a social policy that takes account of “such special needs” migrant workers may have until they are adapted to the society of the country of employment. This includes providing education and other activities aimed at familiarizing migrant workers with their rights and obligations, and effective assistance in the exercise of their rights and for their protections. CERD also requires measures such as teaching and education to be taken, to combat racial discrimination. Further, the ILO Multilateral Framework encourages States to provide information on their human rights and obligations, effective enforcement mechanisms, effective remedies and sanctions for those responsible for violating migrant workers’ rights, and offering legal services to migrant workers involved in legal proceedings related to employment.

The particular vulnerability of migrant workers in their work means that States must take measures to ensure that migrant workers are protected from threats, intimidation, and violence. Art. 16 of the CMW provides that “Migrant workers and members of their families shall be entitled to effective protection by the State against violence, physical injury, threats and intimidation, whether by public officials or by private individuals, groups or institutions”. C189 also requires States to provide effective protection against all forms of abuse, harassment and violence. C189 requires States to ensure effective and accessible complaint mechanisms are in place. R201 encourages States to consider measures to protect domestic workers from abuse, harassment and violence, such as establishing a hotline with interpretation services, developing emergency housing, and providing public outreach to inform domestic workers in languages they understand of their rights. The Committee on Migrant Workers has stated that migrant domestic workers should have access to temporary shelters when needed due to abusive employment conditions. The CEDAW Committee has said that States must ensure that women migrant workers have the ability to access remedies, and this might require the provision of free legal aid and temporary shelters.

A chilling example of a failure in Canada to take account of the particular vulnerability of migrant women workers in legal proceedings once again involves Presteve Foods and its owner, José Pratas. Mr. Pratas was charged with 23 criminal charges of sexual assault and five counts of common assault.
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all involving women TFWs employed at Presteve Foods. In March 2010, Mr. Pratas entered a guilty plea to one count of assault, which incorporated all of the complaint. The one count of assault related to seven women in the TFW. At the sentencing hearing, counsel for Mr. Pratas argued that the allegations were “almost de minimis in nature” and that this was really about “a labour dispute that became criminalized”\footnote{Pratas Proceedings, supra note 24, p. 9.}. The Crown argued that the resolution of the case “recognizes that victims were vulnerable and it validates their complaints that they were taken advantage of by a person, their boss who was in a position of trust”\footnote{Ibid, p. 17.}. The judge noted that Mr. Pratas had already been charged and received an absolute discharge in an earlier assault case, which was against one of the same women. In sentencing, the judge condemned the touching of persons in his employ, without their consent, and was “mindful of the impact that this might have on employees who may feel that they are not in a position of power with respect to the contact from their employer and who would feel victimized by it”. The judge stated that ordinarily, given the position of trust Mr. Pratas occupied as an employer, this kind of conduct might have attracted a jail sentence\footnote{Ibid, p. 22.}. However, taking into account the jail time already spent by Mr. Pratas, the judge granted Mr. Pratas a conditional discharge, placing him on probation for only three months\footnote{Ibid, p. 24.}. In sentencing, while the judge purported to take into account the position of power Mr. Pratas had over the victims as an employer, perhaps the sentence would have been longer if the judge would have actually considered the particular vulnerability of the women, as TFWs, and the position of power Mr. Pratas had over them not just as employees, but additionally because of their immigration status.

The protection of legal rights can also be hampered by a failure to make information available in a language that migrant workers understands. The HRC has said that the right of “equality of arms” in legal proceedings may require the provision of free interpretation assistance\footnote{General Comment No. 32, supra note 115, para. 13.}. States such as Canada should also provide free language training, translations of legal information, or interpreter services in legal proceedings to fulfil the State’s obligation to ensure equality of arms of migrant workers. The Special Rapporteur has recommended for Canada a well-targeted information campaign on the rights of domestic workers, emphasizing that the work is decent and decently acquired, and specifying workers’ rights, since workers are often kept in ignorance of their work contracts and rights\footnote{Special Rapporteur 2000, supra note 408, para. 80.}.

When migrant workers do become involved with the justice system, States may be required to provide free legal aid. The HRC has encouraged States to provide legal aid in proceedings other than just criminal law proceedings, to
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ensure that everyone can access legal proceedings in a meaningful way, in accordance with the principle of equal protection of the law. The CEDAW Committee has emphasised the need to provide legal aid to migrant women. For migrant workers, legal aid in employment-related cases may be necessary, because their employment-related claims could ultimately affect their immigration status. For migrant workers, unlike nationals, a small dispute at work could eventually result in the migrant worker losing their immigration status and being required to leave the country. Because disputes at work have graver consequences for migrants than for nationals, legal aid may be necessary for migrant workers in these claims, even if the State does not provide for legal aid to nationals who have work-related disputes.

States may also be obligated to provide services designed specifically for migrant women. For example, in Canada, the resources and services developed to ensure acceptable living and working conditions for the temporary labour force often does not address women’s needs. In rural areas there are fewer places for women to come together than men to discuss their work and their lives generally. When women migrant workers experience violence at the hands of their employer, victim services should be provided by the State. These services must be gender-sensitive, culturally appropriate, and provided in a language the woman understands. The CEDAW Committee has said that temporary shelters should be provided for women who need to leave an abusive employer. When women are required to testify against violent employers, counselling and other support services should be provided.

As discussed above, in some jurisdictions in Canada free legal assistance is very limited. In B.C., only very limited immigration matters are covered by legal aid. In a study of the adequacy of legal aid in the province of B.C., it was recognized that the lack of legal aid has a particular impact on TFWs. Meanwhile, in Ontario free legal assistance is available to those who qualify for employment and human rights matters. Canadian jurisdictions, and in particular, B.C., need to provide more legal and information resources to migrant workers so they can access the justice system and escape exploitative or violent conditions. This includes providing free legal representation in employment-related claims and a wider range of immigration matters; translation services; shelters for migrant women workers in particular who are fleeing violence; and counselling for workers who have been abused or exploited. There needs to be recognition that because of their vulnerable situation, the State may need to actually provide more of these services to
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TFWs than to citizens or permanent residents, who are in a more secure situation in employment and immigration status.

When Canada admits migrant workers on a temporary basis only, it must take special and extra steps to ensure these workers have effective protection of the law and access to effective legal remedies. However, the temporary status of TFWs itself is an impediment to accessing justice that cannot be fully remedied without significant changes to Canada’s immigration laws.
6. Conclusions

This thesis commenced with a discussion on the history of immigration in Canada, and the driving forces behind immigration. We have seen that there has been a shift from permanent settlement, to filling short-term labour demands of employers. Next, the TFWP in Canada was explained, including the restrictions placed on TFWs by this regime. Chapter 3, the international labour and human rights of migrants workers were described. Chapter 4 particularized the workplace rights that exist for TFWs in Canada, and examined the extent to which these workers are excluded from some legal protections. The barriers of TFWs in accessing the workplace rights were also discussed. In Chapter 5, the extent to which the rights of TFWs in Canada are in accordance with international labour and human rights standards was analyzed.

To summarize, the main problems with the TFWP and workplace legal protections in Canada, in terms of complying with the international labour and human rights standards of migrant workers include:

- The requirement that TFWs work for only a single employer, in one occupation even after the TFW has completed their first contract or two years of employment;
- The LMO requirement also restricts the free choice of employment of TFWs and the principle of equality of opportunity;
- The requirement of the LCP that participants must live with their employer;
- Agricultural and domestic work, jobs in which migrant workers predominate, are excluded from labour law and employment standards protections in some jurisdictions;
- Inadequate labour inspection, particularly for agricultural and domestic workers; and
- Inadequate legal aid and legal information and other services to enable migrant workers to pursue work-related legal claims.

It has been seen that while TFWs in Canada are not expressly excluded from workplace laws, their particular situation of vulnerability is not always taken into account, and this can lead to a denial of access to justice for TFWs. Labour relations codes, employment standards, and even human rights legislation in Canada were not designed to taken into account the special situation of TFWs. Therefore it is really no surprise that adjudicators have not been overly cognizant of the particular vulnerability of TFWs. However, it has been seen that this may be changing. Despite the absence of specific mention of TFWs in employment-related legislation, labour and human rights adjudicators are starting to recognize that the precarious status of TFWs should be taken into account when applying the relevant legislation. This was seen in the Sidhu & Sons certification decision, the SELI BCHRT case, the HRTO decision in
Presteve Foods granting intervenor status to J4MW, and in the certification of the class action in the Denny’s case. Whether these are isolated decisions or part of a trend towards taking greater account of the precarious status of TFWs in the application of employment-related legislation, remains to be seen. Cases to watch in this regard are the judicial review in the SELI case, the merits of the Denny’s case, and the HRTO proceedings on the merits in Presteve Foods.

Workplace legislation alone is not capable of remedying the situation of abuse and exploitation of TFWs that occurs as immigration law places TFWs in a different situation with lesser employment opportunities than that available to citizens and PRs. It has been seen that even in the case of Presteve Foods, where TFWs are represented by a union and have access to collective bargaining and enjoy the same wages and rights as the Canadians also working for that employer, the immigration status of the TFWs allowed the employer to exploit these workers. Further, the temporary status of TFWs means that they may not be in Canada when their legal claims are finally resolved. In the SELI case, the TFWs have all left the country and the judicial review is still pending. As well, in the Dominguez case against Denny’s, already the representative plaintiff, Ms. Dominguez, left Canada after the expiry of her work permit. In the Presteve Foods case, many of the complainants have either left Canada, or are working in an irregular situation in Canada. These workers must notify the HRTO that they wish to be part of the complaint. Therefore, even when rights such as freedom of association, employment standards, and anti-discrimination law are in place with respect to TFWs, these laws cannot defend TFWs from an immigration program that is inherently exploitative.

Therefore, the primary recommendation is to eliminate the TFWP, and admit foreign workers on a less restricted, more permanent basis. This would go the furthest in fulfilling the right of migrant workers to equality of opportunity and treatment in employment, and preventing the violation of workplace rights that exist for TFWs. The Standing Committee on Citizenship and Immigration of the Parliament of Canada has recommended that the government create a path to permanent residency for all TFWs, modelled on the LCP\(^\text{427}\). However, international law does not prohibit States from granting only temporary immigration status to foreigners, and placing some restrictions on these workers. Therefore, at the very least, migrant workers should not be tied to a single employer. The Standing Committee on Citizenship and Immigration has recommended that work permits be made sector and province specific, rather than employer specific\(^\text{428}\). In order to comply with C143 and the CMW, migrant workers should at least have free choice of employment after two years or after completing their first contract, without the need for an LMO or the restriction of working for only one employer or in one occupation.

\(^{427}\) Report of the Standing Committee, supra note 12, p. 56
\(^{428}\) Ibid, p. 58.
Other recommendations include giving domestic workers participating in the LCP at least the option to come to an agreement with their employer about whether or not to reside with the employer, in order to comply with C189. As well, domestic and agricultural workers must be included in labour law and employment standards protections and additional labour inspection conducted in these areas of work. The Standing Committee on Citizenship and Immigration has recommended that the government conduct unannounced spot checks on working and housing conditions in workplaces with migrant workers. Further, if Canada is going to continue to confer only temporary status to migrant workers, the vulnerability and precariousness this status places on migrant workers should be recognized and addressed. This involves taking extra and special steps to protect the rights of migrant workers, including effective protection against unscrupulous recruitment and immigration agencies, the provision of legal aid and information in a language that the migrant workers understands, and shelters and emergency housing for migrant women in particular escaping situations of violence. Importantly, adjudicators should be alive to the particular vulnerability and precarious situation of migrant workers when exercising their decision making functions.

The international human rights and labour standards discussed in this thesis do not prohibit a State from admitting foreign workers into the State on a temporary basis only, with some limited restrictions on the free choice of employment. However, when States do confer only temporary status with restrictions on migrant workers, it has been seen that international labour and human rights standards requires States to take extra and special steps to ensure the interests of migrant workers are protected at work. While Canada should take steps to ensure migrant workers have greater equality of opportunity with Canadians, international law does not require that Canada eliminate the TFWP. In the end, this is problematic as the temporary immigration status of TFWs leaves them open to exploitation by employers. At the very least, the international standards discussed here would require Canada to make significant changes to the TFWP and to workplace laws in order to fulfil the international labour and human rights of migrant workers. However, to this point, Canada has placed the short-term economic interests of employers in priority to the labour and human rights of migrant workers.
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